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KSP to assist with collection of
cyanide-laced Tylenol bottles

COLLINS VISITS — U. Goy. Martha Layne Collins chats with Calloway County Property Valuation Administrator Charles Hale during a reception in her honor Sunday.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Murrayons greet Mrs. Collins
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
On a quest to become Kentucky's
first woman governor, showed'no
sign of being daunted by the
challenge at a reception in Murray Sunday afternoon.
—
She did appear a bit wearied by
a full Weekend agenda,as she met
ditiffellis;4111Meenni.eat"V •
fide's at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
However, she chatted enthusiastically with the locals, and
in a brief informal talk stressed
her background in education and
agriculture. Speaking of issues only in general terms, she said a
policy program would be forthcoming when she formally announces her candidacy after the
November elections.
Collins had come from
Louisville Saturday, with two
stops along the way. She was
given a fund-raising reception at
the Commerce Centre Saturday
night, then attended the First Baptist Church Sunday morning. It
was, she said, just one of several
stops she has made in Murray,
and in fact she is due hack flitown
Oct. 16 for the Murray State
University Homecoming.
At Sunday's reception Collins
shared punch and cookies with the
gLests, and fielded questions
following her talk. Asked by a
woman supporter if being a
woman would be a help or hin-

drance in the gubenatorial race,
Collins replied, "We have not
found that to be a problem as we
travel the state."
Earlier she had said that as a
woman in Kentucky politics,"You
just have to work twice as hard."
She made it clear she feels she is
the meet qiuilified candidate for
thq gnyeffiripr's mat, based on her
experience as clerk of the Kentucky Supreme Court and lieutenant governor, and her familiarity
with the state and its people. Her
political position, have allowed
her to work in all three bsaiiches
of state government, and' her
travels to all 120 counties have
well acquainted her with the
state's residents, she said.
"I can identify with the people
in Kentucky, and I think they can
identify with me," Collins said.
Unemployment, attracting
business to the state, and trying to
keep existing businesses from
leaving or closing are general concerns relevant to everyone she
said. A fortner teacher who grew
up in a farming community in
Shelby County, Collins emphasized she shares the interest Murray
residents have in those areas.
"I guess I'm the only person
thinking about running for governor that still has a tobacco base,"
she quipped.
She said the state needs to find
markets for farmers' products,
and combine the efforts of various

state agencies involved with
agriculture, to further assist
farmers.
Regarding education, she said,
"We want to be very careful with
education because that's the
future of our state."
The current uncertaipty of
"what bed of minks we getesill"
from Washinglaa eel pardially
determine what kind of projects
and local annatance the state can
undertake, she said. The level of
federal support has to be known
"before we can talk about roadb,
education and health care," she
said.
The leaner state budget has its
impact, too, Collins explained.
Whereas revenues had been coming in above projections,"now it's
a little tight again." Thus, when
asked if she would be in favor of a
new MSU basketball arena, Collins said she would, but added,
"The state's just not in a condition
to hand over money right now like
they have been."
Among the persons attending
the reception were state Rep.
Freed Curd, Calloway County
Schools Superintendent Jack
Rose, property valuation administrator Charles Hale, and
former Mayor Melvin Henley. She
was introduced by MC Garrott,
who, along with his wife, Dr. and
Mrs. Jim Byrn and L.D. Miller,
were hosts for Saturday night's
fund-raiser.

From Staff, AP Reports
Kentucky State Police InformalWaal Officer Richard Wright said
teiky that the KSP would assist in
any way possible to pick up bottles
of Tylenol laced with cyanide
following the death of several individuals in the Chicago area.
"It will be up to the merchants
to check their stock," he said,
"and contact local authorities
about the situation. However,
should they want to contact us,
we'll certainly pick up any of the
contaminated products they may
find,"
Meet merchants will go through
city or amity officials first, he added, citing the fact that many
-busisesses are located in towns or
dies where they may reach these
other authorities.
Authorities in eastern Kentucky
confiscated 30 bottles of ExtraStrength Tylenol bearing the
same lot number of a bottle found

DANVILLE, Ind. — A coroner
has ruled strangulation as the
cause of death of Judy Mau*,*,
an Avon, Ind., resident and
formerly of Calloway County.
Coroner Stephen S. Matthews,
who ordered an autopsy in the incident, said injuries in the neck
area indicate a "wide instrumint.".14•card or a rape, was
used to strangle the woman.
Maupin, who was found dead in
her apartment Thursday morning, also had four cuts on her face
made from "a blunt force instrument," Matthews added.
Although tests were not complete, Matthews added he "has no
reason to believe she had been
sexually assaulted."
Maupin, wrote wrote "Echoed
From The Past" for the Murray
Ledger & Times the past four
years and a former assistant pro-fessor at Murray State University,.
was last seen at 10:90 p.m.
Wednesday. Matthews estimated
time of death between 10:30 and
midnight Wednesday.
Maupin's body was discovered
by her parents, who reside in an
adejacent dwelling in Avon,
located outside of Danville.
Danville authorities said they
have no suspects and know of no
motive for the incident.
liaupin is survived by her
parents, Ford and Helen Bergen,
and two daughters, Virginia Beam
and Shannon Beam -Funeral services were held Sunday in the Weaver Funeral Home,
Danville.

SPEECH WINNERS — Calloway County High School Speech Team members gather with trophies awarded
them falleadag their recent victories In Nashville competition. The grew has several additional tourneys
imbedded Ilumeglioutthe mums of the new school year.

VI

The Calloway County High
School Speech Team will be competing in the following tournaments during the 194243
season:
Oct. 14 — !OLT. Quiz Bowl ;
Oct. 23 — Murray High; Nov. 6 _
Harrison County; Nov. 13 — Trigg
County; Nov. 15-20 — BuWtt Central; Dec. 4 Dupont, Nashville;

Thompson said he is Ise
vestigaUng a report that the bottles came from Kentucky
Wholesale Tobacco Company, an
Ky
distributer which
serves 35 retell outlets but said he
has been unable to contact any a/tidal* at the firm to confirm the
report
Bottles with suspected lot
numbers have turned up in
several Kentucky locations, including Mayfield. Scottsville and
Owensboro

MIS BAND COMPETES — The Mem Mei $cheel color guard
earned first piece while the band placed ascend to mc and marching in its class in the 211th annual Fayette L•ens Kentucky lirrtta. *nal Band Contest Saturday in Lexington. nett bends competed in
Class A and 111 were entered in the contest.'This is one of the more
oos contests In the state of Kantuciry," Paul Blackburn, band
, said. Tiger color guard commander is Jamie Blackburn.
Oder guard captains are Melanie Roos and Samantha Wilder. Fran
WI) Whitney Taylor, field commander; Paul BLackbern; and Gary
Mullins, &militant band director , display the band's trophies.
Carter Studio photo
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Japanese film crew doing
documentary on LBL,TVA
A Japanese film crew was at
Land Between The Lakes last
week working on a documentary
about Tennessee Valley Authority
for television in Japan.
According to Scott Seiber.

Negotiations
slow on pact
for General Tire

Dec. 11 — Union County , Jan I
Henry County; Jan. 15 — University of Louisville; Jan. 22 —
Georgetown College; Feb. 5 —
Bardstown; Feb. 10-30 Western
Kentucky University and Feb. 2427— Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The Calloway County Speech
Team is coached by Wanda
Johnson and Larry England

supervisor of public services, the
crew spent two days in LBL and
around Kentucky Dam. Prior to
that, the crew filmed TVA
facilities in Knoxville.
The documentary is soiltire
"The Big Day" and win not be
shown in the United States.

sunny

Partly simny and pleasant
High in the upper 7041 to low Ms
with light southeast winds.
Tonight
partly cloudy with petSome l,302 workers at the
tily fog possible late. Low in the
General Tire and Rubber Commid Ns with cairn winds. Tuespany, Mayfield, plant soon could
day becoming partly sunny
be without work should the union
High again in the upper 70s to
vote to reject any upcoming offers
low Ms with lighteesith winds
made by the company concerning
Wednesday We* Friday
e4 rent contract talks.
Chance
of shearers late
\.be union's three-year contract--Wednesday or Thireilay.
expires Oct. 15, at midnight
Otherwise fair. Highs mostly in
Seven representatives of the
MI5 United Rubber Workers • the 70a. Lows mostly to the 504
Preaently meeting with"
en- (4'
pany personnel iiegotiating
a contract settlement, stated Ramey
Ons Section — 14 Pages
Holmes,union spokesman.
Classifieds 12, 13
"We are seeking a normal patCOM/CS
12
tern in the tire industry at this
Crosswords
12
time," Holmes said, "but, as of
Dear Abby
13
now, General lire hasn't made
Dr. Lamb
11
the union these sought-after ofHoroscope
12
fers."
Obituaries
14
According to the union
Perspective
3
tresiiirer, the largest majority of
Sports
workers have been recalled, with
some 40-70 still to return. Various
MISS
reports conclude that the major
YOUR PAPER! . recall of, employees at the
Subscribers who hove not
Mayfield plant is due primari3y to
their home delivered
received
the closing of its Akron facility.
Were/ Ledger & Times
The
of
copy
Holmes noted that union figures
showed the present work force ap- by 5 30 p m Monday Friday or
proximately MO employees less by 330 p.m Saturdays ore urged
than the 1.647 working when the to call 153-1116 between 5:31I
layoffs began in 1971. "We've p.n. es4•p.a., Watley Ihreegli friday, w 331I p.m. ail 4p... Weenever been below MO," he added
ilies.
(Continued Oa Page
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placed first, second and fourth
respectively;
Humorous Interpretation! Alan
Miller, Bill Murray and Mark
Cooper placed fourth, fifth and
sixth respectively;
Poetry: Jana Hopkins, Carrie
Paschall and uri Yarbrough
placed second, third and fifth
respectively.

the Chicago area where sieves peepie have died from greet&
poisoning connected with the
drug in western Kentucky
There have been no reports of I)messes connected with the.111 SD
far in Kentucky

Judy Maupin's
death ruled
strangulation

Calloway speech team gains first win ofseason
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team opened the
191243 season with an impressive
first place sweepstakes victory at
the Maplewood High School Invitational Tournament in
Nashville, Term. The third-year
defending champions competed
against 20 schools from Tennessee, Alabama and Kentucky
for the honors.
The Calloway students recorded
to capture first place,
County finished se38 points and Glencliff,
third, with 32 points.
The Lakers placed the following
team Members.:
Oratory: Allen McClard, Vincent Afton, Bill P'Pool placed secorKl, third and fourth respectively;
Dramatics: Debbie Walker,
Molly Imes placed fourth and
fifth;
Duet Acting: Beth Woodall and
Jill Roseland, Jeanie Darnell and
Jody Price, Shawn Bucy and Carrie Paachall placed first, second
and third respectively;
Prose: ICaren Adams, Jana
Hopkins, Gina Herndon placed
first, fifth and seventh respectively;
Girls Extemp: Tracy Brown
placed third;
Boys Extemp: Allan McClard,
Kenneth Futrell and Vincent Alton

at the Ogee.lassass1asaw who
died from cyanide psiesning this
.
weekend
A federal food ant drug agent
was dispatched to Pikeville on
Sunday to examine the bottles,
state police said
Lt Gary Rose said the bottles
all bearing the lot number 1101 MA
— were found early Sunday
John Thompson. of the US.
Food and Drug Administration.
said the bottles are being shipped
to the agency's laboratory in
Atlanta for eumbuition
Thompson said three of the
recalled bottles were found at
Irene's Grocery in Pikeville. The
others were at different locations
In eastern Kentucky.
He said the bottles were the first
of lot 1001MA to turn up outside

today's index
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Rescue squad responds to fires

General Tire...
(Continued From Page 1)
During the course of lay-offs
from the tire plant, some
employees have either retired,
found other employment or settled
for sub-separation pay, it was
pointed out.
The sub-separation pay is an
agreement between the employee
and the company whereby the
worker's seniority is bought-up by
the company, and the employee is
no longer employed.
Workers who have taken other
employment, or have been out-ofwork, and are now returning to
General Tire could feasibly find
themselves hard-pressed for income again, should the union
decide go out on strike, Holmes
went on to say.
According to Kentucky
unemployment statutes, any
worker who is without work as a
result of a bona-fide strike is ineligible for unemployment compensation throughout the duration
of the strike. However, an
employee who is currently laid-off

when a workforce goes on strike is
still eligible to continue drawing
unemployment benefits, statutes
added.
The reasoning behind a decision
of this nature lies in the fact that
an employee in such a position is
not out-of-work as a result of lackof-work, but rather because the
employee chose to be without
employment (meaning the
employee went on strike).
Kentucky laws currently allow
for 28 weeks of unemployment
benefits during any one-year time
period. This figure can change
however — as it has in the past —
when federal officials have chosen
to opt for unemployment extensions. •
With only two weeks remaining
on the current contract, many of
the Mayfield employees are looking.to their working counterparts
at the Waco, Texas, plant. "Some
1,212 production and maintenence
employees have been on strike
there for 112 days," Holmes explaned.

INDIVIDUALLY MADE
DENTURES
With Acrylic Teeth
One Day Service

*99 Each

1198 Set

With Porcelain Teeth
Two Day Service

'175-Each

*300 Set

Complete Dental Care:
Cleanings, Fillings, Crowns, Bridges, Partial
Dentures, Repairs, Relines and other services

Dr. Jere Lowe
Dr. Ravin Mehta
MID SOUTH DENTURE
621 Old Hickory Blvd
Hamilton Hills
Jackson, Tn.

Coll For Appointment
901-668-7460

The Waco and Mayfield plants
are General's only two manidacturers of bias tires for heavy
trucks, light trucks and passenger
Urea.
"We built good tires here,"
Holmes said, "and if the rest of
these rubber workers can
negotiate sound contracts we feel
we deserve the same.

"Metes* these teams will
talk more antanoively as the time
draws closer, but I guess there's
always the possibility a alike
might occur," Holmes added.
Efforts to contact representatives of the General Tire and
Rubber Company for comments
pertaining to current contract
talks were unsuccessful.

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded to three
fires during the last 24 hours.
At noon today, a grease fire did
minor damage to the Mitchell
Story residence, Highway ibt west
of Murray. No injuries were
reported. Eight men responded
with three trucks.
rompoodod to a
truck fire at 11:3, Cm. loamy approximately one-half mile east en
Highway MO. The truck, owed by

Randy NorPitY, was engulfed
whim squad ambers arrived.
At 3:$8 p.m. Sunday, fire
destroyed a car owned by Diane
Bagwell on Squire Hale Road,just
off Johnny Robertson Road. Six
firefighters were assisted by the
Calloway County Sheriffs Office.
Both vehicle fires are of
unknown origin. No injuries and
no other damages were reported
in either incident.

Senate to meet
The Faculty Senate of Murray
State University will hear several
committee reports during its 9:30
p.m. meeting Tuesday in the
Barkley Lecture Room of the
University Center.
Reports are to come from the
executive committee, academic
policies committee, rules, elections and bylaws committee, Commonwealth affairs committee,
handbook and personnel committee and finance committee.
Senators also will hear a report on
the board of regents.

LADIES
BIBLE CLASS

4-H WEEK PROCLAIMED — Murray Mayor, Holmes Ellis, and Calloway
County JudgeExecutive, George Weeks, proclaim the week of Oct. 3-9, as National 4-H Week in Calloway County. Looking on are 4-Hers (from left) Sheri
Tidwell, Tommy Atkins, Beth Henninger, Charles Palmer, Staci Tidwell, and
Lisa Nanney.

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
EACH TUESDAY MORNING
From 9:30-10:30 lOctober-Aprill
Studying Anchors in Troubled Waters

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
KLINT KELLEY

Livestock market

7th & Poplar Church of Christ

ALL LADIES INVITED

For transportation call 753-3714
Attended Nursery

MAYFIELD, KY. 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

LOULSVILLE, Ky. ( API ( USDA) Estimated receipts cattle acid calves
2$013; slaughter steers 4.00 lower;
heifers 3.504.00 lower; cows opening
steady; bells steady to weak; limited
calves and 'realer* weak; feeders opening 1.00-2.00 lower
Slaughter steers choke 2-4 915-1.2%
lbs 56,50-67.10; partload 57.40; good and
choice 24 075-1,275 lbs 54.0341.50;
daughter heifers choke 2-4 10b1,000 !be
53.7546.10; partload 065 Ito 56.50; good
and choice 24 1011460 lbs 61.00-64 00;
slaughter cows commercial 3-5 40.00
43.011; utility 1424.20-40.20. high dressing utility 41.110-43.110; cutter 1-2 33.0037.50; caner sod cotter under 1013 lbs

Hog market

34.0234.00; slaughter bulls grade 11.266
Ito 52.50; grade 1-2 1,100-2,206 lbs 4400- Foissibate Market News Service Oc50.75: good and CheliCt 155-256 lb sealers ta6or4,1812
49.0200.00; good and duke 325411 ts Resisim Purim are Hog Market Report
calves 42.00-49.00.
I —11212111220021121Waons
Feeder steers meeting trams 1 MS Radolig AMMO1st KO Barrows & Gilts
KO the 57.0644.00; $06.410
0.e2 Me a Bow Wastes So lower Sows
62.50; 600-776 lbs ss.osaus; poiliked
151.23-26.75
904 lbs 52.75; medium frame 2 21114121 US122= iber
167.30-5250
um 47.00.6700; 500-71/0 lbs 111.22422* 012swabs
--2111211HISIla
5I.004150
706-1,100 lbs 47.0045.00; large from
5700-20.10
Holsteins 30045 lbs 45.50-61.00; OWN 111111421/241Sle.
den
lbs 40.00-4700, 450 Ito 43.01; heifers tem voissibt.
$000-SIX
medium frame 1520-500 lbs 47.00-51.75; U8 l-3410.*.
5000-10 50
SOO-71i° lbs 46.00-60.00; 750.175 !be 44.50- U813XSOISL•
012142•11few 30.01
47.75; medium frame 2300-503 Ibis 40.0/- US 34saaissa
$0.01-51103
4710; 500-700 lbs 3906-46.00.
Boers 4210410k,gai•

.11.W

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
1

Manager Store Wide Sale

HIGH
UALITY

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER

Come See The Bargains Now
Thru October 16th
Professional Installation Service
Carpet Cleaning Service

?1O% OFF

COMMERICAL
CARPET $299 uggE
WALL PAPER
(MANY BOOKS TO
CHOOSE FROM)

All SHAGS &
PLUSHES

ASTRO TURF j
,c
$399

REG $4"

OUP°
This Coupon good for

6-8-12 Ft. within
SELECT GROUPS

REMNANTS
SO% OFF

$1.00 OFF Per Sci Yd
Carpeting from our
sample books
On All Order
In Merchandise

REG. PRICE

‘"

753-6660

South 4th Street

Old Ice Plant Buildin

Murray, Ky.

Hal Nance, Manager
Glen Bebber,
Salesman. Wilma Miller, Saleslady

per6pective
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Swedish election
world significance
Even though Sweden is neither a populous nor
powerful nation, its elections last weekend are not
without significance for the world and, therefore,
deserve more consideration than Americans
generally have found time for.
Swedish voters swung left — back to the socialism
of the Social Democratic Party which, until 1976,
had ruled for 44 years. The socialists won 166 of the
349 seats in Parliament. The other seats are
splintered among Moderates (Conservatives), the
People's Party (Liberals), and the Center Party
(formerly the Farmers'Party).
Prime Minister Thorbjorn Falldin has resigned
and Oct. 8 will turn over his authority to Olof
Palme, the leader of the Social Democrats and
former prime minister, who is remembered as the
most virulent anti-American leader in Western
Europe.
Compared with other nationalities, the Swedes
are well off. Their unemployment rate hovers
around 3 percent and their inflation rate stays
below 10 percent. Observers provide three salient
reasons why Swedish voters turned out their comparatively mild conservative government for the
socialists: They were disgruntled by the trimming
of their welfare state; they were influenced by the
rosy promises of the Social Democrats for expanded benefits; and the non-Socialist parties, or the
"bourgeois" as the Social Democrats call them,did
not work well together.
Despite almost half a century of Socialist rule,
Sweden has far fewer nationalized industries than
France, Britain, or Italy. This has accounted in
large measure for Sweden's economic development
and relatively high living standard. But the pledge
by Mr. Palme and the Social Democrats to break
private ownership proved to be a successful votegetter. The Social Democrats have come up with an
alluring Socialist alternative to outright nationalization. They would establish a collective fund
by levying a new tax on all corporations plus an additional fee from those with profits above a certain
level. These funds would then be used to acquire
substantial stock ownership in major companies for
the citizenry. The people instead of the government
would own and presumably operate Sweden's
businelis and industry.
Another Socialist bait for the voters is a scheme
to spend $100 million to attract private investment
of 8350 million to create 30,000 new jobs. Sales taxes
would be raised to finance this expansion. The problem, apparently obvious to everyone except the
Socialists and Swedish voters, is how private investors_can be lured into a country that openly
threatens to tax corporations into citizen-owned colbudispiatititead oilattinetingiteirindsutry and nen - -4
Jobs, the Palme government is likely to see the
transfer of as much business activity as possible to
other countires. Moreover, new corporate taxes can
only make Swedish industry more expensive and
less competitive. In the end, of course, all of.lhese
additional taxes must be passed on to Swedish consumers.
So hypnotized were Swedish voters by the siren
Socialist call that they ignored the clear lesson from
France, where the Socialist government of President Francois Mitterand has nationalized major
private enterprises. After only a brief case\of
socialism, the French economy is almost bedridden.
The contrasts between conditions in a small European nation such as Sweden and those in the United
States warn against leaping to any facile conclusions. But, the spectacle of Swedish voters being
bought by the Socialists with their own money is not
confined to Scandinavia. If the Swedish elections
are seen as a depressing omen for the Reagan administration before the November elections, they
serve as another stern reminder for Americans to
beware of political seduction.

heartline
lisertlhie is a service for seder
Menu Its wpme is to answer
questione and solve probiems. If you
hove a question or a prohisen not
answered in these coiumns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, ON= 4A3111. You will
receive a prampt reply, but you must
include a self-eddressed, stamped
envelope. The Meet ireful repiies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I applied for Social
Security disability and my claim was
rejected, but I am still unable to
work. Is there anything that I can do
to get my social security disability'
J.F.
ANSWER: If a person's initial
determination for any social security
benefit has been rejected, he has the

right to file forke reconsideration of
this initial determination. The reconsideration must be requested in
writing by the claimant within ale
months from the date of the mailing
notice of the initial determination
There is a special form available at
your social security office, but any
written intent will satisfy the requirement for request of reconsideration
The reconsideration process is a
thorough and independent review of
the case. The review is made by a
member of a different staff from the
one which made the Wail determination, and any new medical evidence
may be submitted at this time by the
claimant(or information of another
kind that pertains directly to the
easel.

SORRY,GIPP!
FLuSN SOBS BILL
BEATS At4 INFLATION
%ATER STRAIGHT
IWYTImS
GAME. OF POUTICV

The Murray Ledger & Times( USPS 308-700 'w
The Murray Ledger 8. Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
Christmas Day. New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc. 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Sect;nd Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
-44/071SURSCR IPTION RATES: In areas served
by carriers, $3.50 per cramith,-cviyable in advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky.. and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn. $24.50 per year. By audit to
$39.50 per year.
other destinations
'
To reach all departments of the
newspaper phone 753-1918.
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member
of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray !Adger

a, Times.
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Tee years ago
Army Private Tommy Fi Hooks,
son of Mr and Mrs. Bud Hooks, has
completed eight weeks of basic training at Fort Jackson,S.C.
Deaths reported include Mrs
t* Tutt,SI
Chaplain (LTC) Hugh P K ciao has
been named Protastant Chaplain at
Proving Ground at Yuma. Art: He ui
the son of Mr. and Mrs Uric Kelso.
Rt. 7, Murray
Mary White Hopson and Phillip
Douglaa Hocking were married at
First Baptist Church.
Otto Chester, Dan Miller and John
Randolph, auctioneers, and their
wives attended meeting of West Kentucky Auctioneer Association at
Village Inn, Princeton.
Twenty years ago
Claudine White, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Jack White, was named as
Homecoming Queen at Murray High
School. Her attendants are Patsy
Purdosn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs I
Wells Purdom. and Janice Paschall.
Mr and Mrs I. W
daughter
Paschall,
Deaths reported include Mrs
Beulah Parrish. 87
Shirley Wade, Mildred Hodge and
Judy Parker had high individual
thresitame &versos is bawling in
Magic Tri League at Corvette Lama
for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clem
weet
Mtre and son,
Gary, spent the
with their
son and family, Mr.
Mrs. Bob
Cole and son, Gregory
Dr Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State College, will speak
Sunday at the Seventh and Poplar
/
Church if Christ.
Thirty years ago
Members of First Methodist
Church will assemble Oct. 5 on the lot
adjacent to the present church
building to observe groundbreaking
ceremonies for the new building, according to the Rev. Paul T. Lyles,
church pastor.
Mr and Mrs. C H Anderson will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Oct. 12.
The radio auction by Young Men's
Business Club raised over 92.600 for
the Murray High School Band, according to Wayne Doran, president
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Beaman
and children, Ronnie and Roger,
formerly of Lynn Grove community,
now are residing in Apopka. Fla
A raccoon and opossum hunt will
Nov. 24 to Dec. 6 in KEntucky
Woodland National Wildlife Refuge

if

1

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — Phil
Crane, the "early bird candidate"
who wanted to be president, has
quietly faded from the limelight —
even as his conservative cohorts
have asserted control of Congress
luid the White House.
Crane's standing with Congress
was dramatized on July 22, 1981,
when the House Ways and Means
Committee met for long, hard hours
to finish work on the omnibus tax cut
bill.
When a nattily dressed Crane put
in his first appearance around midnight, the committee burst into applause. "He must have given the taxi
driver the wrong address," said a
voice over the sound system.
Committee records show Crane
has been on hand for 16 of the panel's
60 roll call votes during the current
Congress; Crane was too busy to
discuss his absences, his spokesman
said.
In August 1978, the bronzed,
square-jawed Crane became the first
entrant into the GOP presidential

by mike robinson
race. He roamed across the nation,
offering his conservative gospel to
save America from financial ruin
and nuclear war.
His campaign floundered and the
Illinois congressman all but vanished
Into the political mists.
Even a White House peopled with
fellow conservative Republicans has
not spurred the 51-year-old Crane into prominence.
"It has been so long since he has
been a player," a Republican with
close White House ties says, "His
name just doesn't come up."
One reason for Crane's lack of influence may be White House pique
that Crane dared challenge Ronald
Reagan in the GOP primaries.
Another may be that Crane has not
toed a strict White House line in congressional votes. While Crane has
been a reliable supporter of Reagan
on most issues, he has broken with
the president on several key budget
and tax votes.
In the two years since Reagan
swept conservatives to power, Crane
has played a visible role in few major

NEW YORK (AP) — Sometimes
when you listen to their complaints
you tend OS believe that they've been
taken in by economists, advertisers,
promoters, hucksters and others who
like to have a say in the way people
spend money.
It is only after reflecting a bit that
you realize the American consumer
isn't the victim he often portrays
himself as being. Once he might have
been, but how he's grown in
knowledge and awareness, and
maybe responsiblity,,too.
He bought when he could afford to
buy during the easy days of the 1970s,
a time of aubstantial pay raises, lowcost credit and political administrations that almost guaranteed to keep
recession away from the kitchen
door.
People took advantage of inflation.
They bought real estate with
relatively tiny down payments and
low-cost money that banks shoveled
at them, and then they sat back to
rest and contemplate their growing
fortunes.
Rernesnber this when you encounter a typical response from consumers these days — that they wished they had saved their money during the good times so that they'd be
better off today. Question such assertions.

congressional debates, despite a seat
on the influential tax-writing Ways
and Means Committee.
Though he was absent for 44 of the
committee's 60 votes, the records
show that 32 times he voted by
"proxy." That is, he allowed someone else to vote for him.
In debates on the tax cuts and increases of the last two years, Crane,
for all his oratorical flair, has had little to say.
Crane is "going to be just too busy
in the next couple of weeks" to be interviewed on such subjects, press
secretary Bob Foster says. But his
administrative assistant, David
Allen,says it would be unfair to judge
Crane harshly for committee
absences.
"He was working behind the
scenes," Allen says. Further, he
says, the Democratic-sponsored
Ways and Means version of the tax
cut was defeated on the House floor
in favor of one backed by President
Reagan. Thus, he says, the committee was working on "essentially a
worthless bill."
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HEARTLINS: Our soh dipole'
boa is in both sew esiess. 111 my lbw
bond should die fink meld I nieseve
the contents sinsussdy,
ANSWER nom are very feu
states that allow widows scenes to a
safe deposit bos • even when the boa
was in both names Sows staleswill
allow the widow acmes to Cho boa It
she is accompaniod by a reprises:.
tatty* of the stabs Thla MP take
several weeks to est up
Uthe..4basiaa&yui
your haeband's name, the bank will
seal the boa and it cannot be opened
without the presence of • repriwen•
tatty* of the state, or according to
other state laws This ui soinething
that you should check out before
either spouse dies

looking back

business mirror
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HEAHTLINE CAR one person
have two different social security
numbers' VU
ANSWER Yea Ideally, each per
son should have only one number
However, the numbers are Uminel
based on certain items of Identifying
Information the applicant's current
name, his/her name at birth, date of
birth, place of birth, mother's
maiden name and father's name
When a person appliel a second time
for a card, either asa replacement or
simply became he deo opt remember
Ming applied before, n1ñIS give the
identifying information differently
than he did the first time If the second application cannot be matched
with the first, after investigation, a
new number could be assigned

The fact is that a good many consumers are relatively well off today
because during the 1970s they spent
their money rather than deposited it
In banks at rates that were then less
than half the inflation rate.
Now they have assets that would be
much more difficult to buy at today's
high prices, and that includes not just
houses, but automobiles, home appliances and furnishings, and who
knows, even a cache of dehydrated
food.
When interest rates rose in the
1980s some of these same people did
indeed save their money, which further underscores the notion that ordinary people today know a bit more
about personal finances than was the
case 25 years ago.
They finally rebelled against buying too. When prices inflated beyond
what they considered reasonable
they balked, and they remain in a
balking mode,much to the distress of
carmakers and retailers in general.
Neither the president of the United
States nor the president of General
Motors can get them to spend their
money, and both gentlemen have
been forced to admit as much. They
have lowered their forecasts, and
they may be forced to change policies
too in order to bring them into line
with consumer thinking.

Legislators looking for recess
WASHINGTON (API — It's been
nothing but one piece of bad news
after another for national legislators
eager to get the 1982 elections behind
them and quit for the year.
"Just a month ago, I was annoencing to my colleagues the possibility of
the Senate recessing no later than
Oct. 1 and returning in January,"
lamented Senate Fteptitcan Loader
Howard H. Baker o(1'',e.
"At home, my wife
making plans for after Thankagiving
... But I should have klawn better
than to plan ahead."
First, Baker said, progress on the
Senate floor slowed to the pace of
rush hour traffic in the nation's
capital.
Then, President Reagan went and
suggested that Congress come back
after the elections to take care of
spending bills. Leaders reluctantly
agreed to call a December "lame
duck"session.
And that's when things took a turn
for the worse, Baker said.
"Now it appears that not only will
we have to be in session for a good
portion of the year, but we will not
even be able to escape into the throes
of a NFL game." Baker told the
Senate.
"We might AI well stay in session
on Sundays; we might as ma theme

out the TVs in the cloakrooms,
might as well give up trying
understand Howard Case!!; and
might as well just give up on the
tion al being happy "

we
to
we
no-

With the end of the 97th Congress
approaching, members are beginning to see things. Bills are taking on
strange shapes.
For instance, when a 91 billion
Democratic jobs bill was on the floor,
Rep. Moto Conte, II-Mass., saw it as
a watermelon "after a long hot day."
"This bill satisfies a need, the need
to put people to work But like that
watermelon, It is about 99 percent
water and in a fancy wrapper. What
is more, it has a lot of seeds. We
going to be spitting out seeds f
long,long Ume to come."
A rival Republican version dte
called a "muskmelon." He
elaborated: "Same thing 90 perrent
water; the seeds are smaller but they
are just astough to digest."
House Democratic Leader Jim
Wright of Texas saw the same
Dsmoaratic jobs bill as"a tourniquet
to etaeudi the imeosenorrnage by
which this economy is bleeding"
But Republican Leader Robert H
Michel of Illinois saw it taking shape
U "a one-way ticket down memory
lams."
41
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Community events scheduled
•

Monday,Oct.4
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club will
meet at 7 p.m. in
Calloway Public Library
with program by Clara
Eagle.
Area dair7a7rners and
families will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Mayfield High
School with free dinner to
be served.
International Film
Festival will show "Picnic At Hanging Rock," an
Australian film, at 2:30
and 7 p.m. at University
Center, Murray State
University. No admission
is charged.
Murray-rAie No. 105
F. & A.M. will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. followed by meeting
to honor past masters and
25-year members at lodge
hall.
Annual Quad-State String Festival Orchestra
Concert will be at 7 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet with
Mrs. James Ward at 7
p.m.
will
Recovery,
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

/:56,100
The) re getting
• Ingle leehlnd
he,, ssewor

SCOTT
SAIO
WILLIE
AAMES
14.10.41, ••4.',411,

a"rn

Tuesday,Oct.5

Monday,Oct. 4
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Adult TreTi Books
Discussion Group will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
The
Auditions 77r
Haunting of Hill House"
will be at 7 p.m. in
Playhouse in the Park.

Local Chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will meet at 7
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Free adult 7eading program will start at First
Christian Church. For information call 7824971 or
753-1993.
Murray - .rribly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Poplar Spring Baptist will meet at 8 p.m. in
Young Women will meet western portion of
at 7 p.m. at home of Bon- Livestock and Exposition
nie Byerly.
Center.
Tuesday,Oct. 5
Murray TOPS (take off
First United Methodist pounds sensibly) Club
Church Women will meet will meet at 7 p.m. at
at 10 a.m. at Hale Chapel Health Center.
with executive meeting at
WMU of Sinking Spring
9 a.m. and coffee at 9:30 Baptist Church will meet
a.m.
at 10 a.m. at church.
Bea Walker Group of
LBL Natural
Resources- Past to Pre- First Baptist Church
sent will be program Women will meet at 7:30
from 9:30 to 11 a.m. and p.m. with Mrs. Wayne
noon to 1:30 p.m. at Halley.
Woodlands Nature
Ladies Bible Class at
Center, Land Between Seventh and Poplar
the Lakes.
Church of Christ will
Second night of audi- start meeting at 9:30 a.m.
tions for "The Haunting at the church.
of Hill House" will be at 7
Singles Class will meet
p.m. in Playhouse in the
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Park.
Poplar Church of Christ.
Hattie Lee Galloway
Bethel Baptist Bible
WM1J Group of Westside
will be at 6 p.m. at
Study
meet
will
Baptist Church
of David and
home
at 7 p.m. at church.
Aleshia Cunningham.
Delta Department of
Baptist Young Women
Murray Woman's Club of Sinking Spring Church
will meet at 7:30 paikilt. will meet at '7 p.m. at
club house.
home of Sharon Furches.
Group II of First ChrisSenior citizens actian, Church CWF 1411 - lionise will be at 9:30
meet at 2 p.m. at he•tebi a.m. at Dexter Center;
Mrs. Ola Bailey.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
and Douglas
Free blood pressure Hazel
from 10 a.m. to 3
Centers;
tests will be given from
Center.
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray p.m. at Ellis
Seventh-Day Adventist
First Baptist Church
Church, South 15th and WMU will meet at 9:30
Sycamore Streets.
a.m.at church.

Tuesday,Oct. 5
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women
will meet at 10:30 a.m.
with Mn.George Gray.
.Organizational meeting
for adults interested in
participating as coaches
in elementary boys
basketball intramural
program will be at 7:30
p.m. in Jeffrey gym,
Calloway County High
School. For information
call Jack Pack, Jim
Greer or Johnny Gingles.
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m. in band room of
Calloway County High
School. Note change from
previous announcement.
Wedne,Oct.8
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Make rZY-Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

MILITay Ledger & Times

dotebook
Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will begin winter play on Tuesday, Oct. 5, from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The
group will meet at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and
Grain.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Annette
Alexander, Cecelia Brock, Cindy Dunn and Vicki
Holton; Court Two - Cathy Mattis, Carol Waller,
Renee Wynn and Alice Rouse. Substitutes will be
Deanna Parker, Debbie Keller and }pithy Kopperud.

Bronson to speak to Youth
Family style Youth Club Dinner will be Wednesday, Oct. 6, at 5:30 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of
First Christian Church. Reservations at $2 for
adults and $1 for children should be made by Tuesday of each week by calling the church office, 7533824.
Keith Branson of Habitat for Humanity, a native
of Paducah, who is preparing for a two-year term of
work in Peru, will be guest speaker. He received his
degree in industrial arts education from Murray
State University. Habitat for Humanity is a brainchild spinoff of Clarence Jordan's Koinonta Farms
of Americus, Ga. The pubic is invited to attend.

Musical concert Friday

Several outstanding campus musical groups and
Hazel and Douglas individuals will perform in the second annual
Centers will be open from
Homecoming Musical Spectacular at Murray State
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acUniversity on Friday, Oct. 15, as one of a series of
tivities by senior citizens.
weekend events to observe 50th homecoming
'NNW

Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at church at 7 p.m.

Men's Prayer
Breakfast of First United
Methodist Church at 7
a.m.
First portion of deer
and turkey bowhunting
season opens in Land Between the Lakes.
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Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Oct. 5, instead of the date announced previously. The meeting will be at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
High School and all band parents and interested
persons are urged to attend.

Deltas to hear speaker
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Harry Sparks will present a book review.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Terrell Johnson, Miss Hazel Tarry and Miss Ruth
Lassiter.

A va Watkins leads program
for Westside BYW meeting

RIDE
•

5125.12th

•Ieds Mors.*
THE
BEASTMASTER(PG)

Boosters to meet Tuesday

WEST'VIEW NURSING Home residents had
special visitors on Thursday,Sept. 23. Lighted faces
reflected fond memories as four puppies and four
kittens were brought into the home by the Humane
Society of Calloway County. Approximately GO of
the 811 residents enjoyed the event, a nursing home
spokesman said. Shown in top photo is Mrs. Mary
Louise Baker with two puppies and one kitten, and
In bottom photo Raymond Starks holds one of the
PuPPles.

Monroe Shock Absorbers, buy
3 at the regular price and get
one free!

$299

THE PCLI1EkliSION M

Two events are scheduleti Wedhesday, Oct. 6, at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets.
Choir practice will be at 6:30 p.m. and the Youth
Group will meet at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship hall.

KEANE GREGORY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Gregory, Jr., Rt. 7, Murray, will be one of the
Homecoming queen candidates at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, with the winner,
elected by the student body, to be crowned at pregame ceremonies at Western-Youngstown State
game at 1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 9, at LT. Smith
Stadium. Miss Gregory, a senior speech pathology
major, is a member of the Chi Omega Sorority, a
Sigma Nu Sweetheart and has been on the Dean's
and President's list for scholastic achievement.She
Is a graduate of Murray High School.

D & W AUTO SUPPLY
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Suits
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Presbyterians plan events

Ave Watkins led the da Walker, mission acprogram at the meeting tion; Pat Dalton, mission
of the Baptist Young study; Carol Turner and
Women of Westside Bap- Sarah Crick, social comtist Church on Tuesday, mittee.
Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. at the
Refreshments were
church.
served by Mrs. Turner,
Ms. Watkins discussed Mrs. Smotherman an
the Week of Prayer for Mrs. Crick.
State Missions stating the
Also present were three
state goal is $415,000 and prospective members the church goal is $200. Tina Eaker, Judy HernAlso taking part in the don and Liz Hill.
program were Susie Scott
The next meeting will
and Carolyn Carroll.
be Tuesday, Oct. 12, in
Carol Turner, presi- the home of Carolyn Cardent, presided.
roll. Christmas decoraNew officers elected tions for the Children's
were Tammy Paschall, home will be made.
president; Judy Smother- Secret Pals will be
man, vice preident; revealed with each'
Teresa Williams; inember to bring a card
tr eta ryotre's sure r'; Ior tieiPpal Mtri Vire'
Joanna Adams and Susie an offering to a special
Scott, prayer support; church project instead of
Carolyn Carroll and Wan- giving a gift.

Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church.

'AST Piety

celebration. The concert will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Amens performers will be Mezzo-soprano Kay
,lardner Bates, Violinist Christopher Thompson,
the Campus Lights Band, the MSU Wind Ensemble,
the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Chorale, the Sigma
Alpha Iota Singers and the University Choir. Admission will be $3 for adults, $2 for Murray State
students or children 12 years of age or younger, and
may be purchased at door. Proceeds will be used
for music scholarships.
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Suggestions given to help children learn use of money

Marla Bailey

New officers installed
by rainbow assembly
Miss Marla Bailey was
installed as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls on
Sunday, Sept. 12, at 3
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
She was escorted to her
station by her, honor
escort, Mike White,
through an honor guard
composed of Ricky Alexander, Max Weatherford,
Joe Lasater, Harold E.
Morton, Roy Clark and
John Ryales.
Other officers installed
were Tons Camp, worthy
associate advisor; Paula
Morton, charity; Gina
Coursey, hope; Lisa
Wilson, faith; Clarissa
Thorn, recorder; Angie
Thweatt, treasurer;
Christie Jones, chaplain;
Sheila Scott, drill leader;
Sherry Davis, love; Lana
Lasater, nature;
Mischille Johnson, immortality; Trisha Clark,
patriotism; Vickey
Weatherford, confiden-

Ladies day
golf winners
given for play
The final day of of
organized Ladies Day
Golf at the Murray Country Club was Wednesday,
Sept. 29. Edith Garrison
served as golf hostess.
Winners were as
follows:
Championship flight —
Frances Hulse, first, and
Betty Jo Purdorn,second.
First flight — Toni Hopson,first, and Faira Alexander,second.
Second flight — Jane
Fitch, first, and Edith
Garrison,second.
Third flight — Exie Hill
and Chris Graham, tied
for first place.
Fourth flight —
Frances Parker, first,
and Laverne Ryan, second.
The ladies golf awards
banquet will be Wednesday, Oct. 20.
Organized golf play will
begin again in the spring
of 1983.

tial observer.
Serving as installing officers were Mrs. Frances
Churchill, worthy advisor; Mrs. Sybil
Lasater, chaplain; Mrs.
Dolly Clark, recorder;
Mrs. Twila Coleman,
marshall; Mrs. Jackie
Miller, pianist; Darvin
Stom,soloist.
The newly installed
worthy advisor thanked
her installing officers and
presented them with
gifts. Miss Bailey was
presented her worthy advisor pin.
The mother advisor,
Mrs. Pam Alexander,
presented Tona Camp,
Paula Morton and Gina
Coursey with their merit
bars.
Lana Lasater and
Trisha Clark were awarded the Pot of Gold by the
mother advisor, Mrs.
AleOuder.
*proximately 65 persons were present. A
social hour followed the
installation.

By LOU=000K
AP Writer
The lessons your
children learn :boat
money when they are
young can make the difference between their
economic success and
failure when they're
grown up.
There is more to
teaching youngsters
about financial management, however, then handing out a weekly
allowance and trying to
convince the kids not to
spend it all at once.
Consumer economists
at Citibank, one oi ihe nation's biggest commercial banks, say children
become aware of money
very early in life and they
recommend taking advantage of the
awareness. Here are
some of the experts' suggestions:
Start the educational
process on shopping trips
with pre-schoolers. Give
your son or daughter
some change and let him
or her pay for purchams
like crayons or small
toys. You can help build
an understanding of the
use of money.
Children are ready to
begin making their own
decisions about spending
as soon as they can
understand numbers and

knew whet they mem.
Does the rimester want
to buy one Men for SO
comb or two for lib coons
sock? 11:xplaim the altarmem and make it clear
that once the money anad up, the child will have
to wait for farther purchases.
By the time your child
Is in the first grade, he or
she probably is ready for
an allowance. Keep a
record of actual spending
for a week or two. Inc-hide
fixed weekly needs —
carfare, lunches, etc. —
and add a small amount
for "extras." These "extras" give the children
the chance to learn about
managing money instead
of simply spending it As
children get older, increase the amomt for
discretionary spending,
ackling responsibilities at
the mese dm.
You may be tempted to
use an allowance as a
disciplinary measure
cutting or eliminating
payment when a child
misbehaves or falls to do
assigned chores. Such a
step, however, can defeat
the purpose of an
allowance. If you are trying to teach your child to
budget and spend wisely,
he or she must know that
the money will arrive an
a regular, fixed basis;
just like adults, children

Demonstration given
at Hazel club meeting
Hazel Woman's Club
opened the new club year
with a meeting on Thursday, Sept. 16, at 7 p.m. at
the Hazel Communally
Center.
Presenting the program were Marsha Farris and Nancy Dill who
gave a demonstration of
cosmetics. They represent Mary Kay.
Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
president, presided. A
road block for Cystic

Fibrosis was planned
Oct. 2 in Hazel.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth and
Mrs. Wayne Wesson.
Also present were
Mesdames Billy Bruce
Wilson, Gerald
Gallimore, Steve Knott,
Hughes Bennett, Phil Liddie, James Ronald
Latimer, Gerald Ray,
Tommy Story, Harold
Wilkinson and Charles
Story.
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Solar energy.powering radio transmitter alarm on remote well
LINDSAY. Okla. AP
- Solar energy is powering a mho transnutter
alarm on a remote
natural-gas well near this
Central Oklahoma town.

The well is threequarters of a mile from
the nearest power source.
so engineers installed •
solar device at about half
the cast of power bass.
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SAVE

UP TO 50%
ON

SOW., *ass. kri CON lats, awns.
tains. Plumb S holies
MO LOTS, an NW
Sale Press kW 1ln ki I

The new

PARKER'S
Uniform & Maternity Fashions
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, Mayfield, Ky.
(502)247-8449

AU SEASONS ENERGY SAVI 7-S
FOR YEAR ROUND COMFORT

HALF
PRICE

MATTRESS
SALE
Serta Premium Blank Label Mattress
MOO NANO. Of TN II MOOS MA POOR"SLUM 1111AfTftellt.

A

Be certain
it's Serta

CRASS
3tURNITUIL
So
• Netter Fans has given Pickens supply a 25% price reduction
isimaire passing the savings on to our customers.

--Many Sizes
Models to
titoose From

Ron t
Joyce's

=LOIN Sl'OCKADE
Anniversary Special Oct. 1-14

The Reversible Fans allow you
to circulate warm air in the winter
& cool air in the summer.
Hunter 52"Original Fan $166
is Now starting
as low as

was 22

Superior Fan
with light kit
42" Blades $99

Just

P1CKEN$ SUPPLY INC.
901 Arcadia, Murray

753-6822
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Sale prices effective through 10/16/82

20% Savings on our entire
Line of Bikinis and Briefs.

Save on bras.
20% Savings on our
Entire Line of Contemporary
Bras.

20% Savings on our entire
Line of Women's Panithose
$1.19 and up.

Sale prices effective through 10/16/82

Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

PAGE 7 ME

1.Iy..LEDGER a TINES.likeier.

lila

•

jCPenney Days
Sweaters
and slacks.
Sale $13 to $20.
Sale $13. Reg. $16. Doyens*
brushed twill plaid shirt. Men's
S,M,L,XL.
Sal. $20. Reg. $24. Action
Master* jeans. Choose
4-pocket western styling Or
two pocket casual style in
brushed poly/cotton. Men's
waist sizes 32-42.
Sale $20. Reg. $25. V-neck
Orlon* acrylic sweater. Fashion
colors. S,M,L,XL.
Sal. $2t Reg. $27. Flannel
slacks with leather belt.
Washable polyester/Orlon/
acrylic/rayon. Men's waist
sizes 30-42.

Suited
separates.
20% off.
Sale $411. Reg $60. Corduroy
sportcoat with tower rounded
;lap patch pockets, upper welt
pocket and center vent Cotton/
poly in men's sizes
Sale
Reg $24 Corduroy
slacks have stretch waistband
Men's sizes
Saki$S& Rog $70 Classic
pinstripe sportcoat of
texturized polyester Grey or
navy Men's sizes
Sale $20. Reg $25 Matching
pinstripe slacks Grey or navy
Men's sizes

sig.n

liale$12. Reg S15 Fated Plsod
sport snwt by Contour! Cotton
poly in button down or 'sputa,
collar styles, SAII.L.M.,
Sale 122. Reg $26 Caistour•
flannel slacks Men's sass
Saie113. Reg $te Plain
Pockets" tiarw+ii shaft Cotton
plaids Men's 5 L XL
Seke $12. Reg $15 Main
Pockets' corduroy leans
Cotton/poly Mena sizes

..' •
,'relligieedi
lli
III il

/

Alliirriiiiiiiiiiii
I
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,
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25% off
all men's
outerwear

Good news for facing the weather. Whatever
the weather! We've got all these styles and
more. In warm fashion-right fabrics like
cotton, poly/cotton, acrylic wool, nylon and
more. Many puffed with poly fill to make
them even cozier. Come, choose your
favorites while they're 25% off!

Satin Touctr
dress shins.
Sale $14. Touctu!,

Our revolutionary Satin
II dress shirts of Dacron(*)
polyester /cotton With the
fused collar, cuff and placket
that stay pucker-free. Wash
after wash. That means no
ironing. Ever! Satin Touch • II
Available in white and pastels
for sizes 141
/
2 to 17 Only
at JCPenney
;leg
sal.
Long sleeve solids S18
$14
Sale prices effective
through 10/16/82

le}B
Monday thru Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Sale prices effective through 10/16/82

JCPenne

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

;Y.
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Road to respectibility looms for Racers

- DUMPED — Murray State kick return specialist Ronald Hopkins (48) goes in
for a one-point landing when Morehead'a Tony Consiglio(42) robs his foothold.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
•

Harp to speak
at Racer Club

5 f EAR WARIIIITY

irM0

Cut Utility Bills
OUT Reversible Fans work year-round to save you
money. Using only 90 watts, they naturally cool you in
the summer and during the cold winter months, move
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor.

• Variable Speed

• Elegant Styling

Cold Weather

Warm Weather

Sam Harp, head football coach at Calloway
County High, will be
tonight's guest speaker at
the Murray State Racer
Club meeting.
The dinner metting will
be held at the Seven Seas
Restaurant in Murray
and will begin at 6 p.m.
Racer coach Frank
Beamer and select
players will also be present at the weekly
meeting.

Individually Ronald
Hopkins played the role
of both hero and goat in
Saturday's Murray State
loss at Morehead State
(13-10). But although his
efforts were limelighted,
he wasn't the sole reason
for the Racers downfall.
His 60-yard interception return tied the game
at 10-all and gave the
Racers an injection of
momentum. However,
his fumbled punt,
moments later, was
recovered by the Eagles
in Murray territory and
set up the game-clinching
field goal.
But the dropped kick
didn't beat the Racers.
And neither can the
blame be placed on
rookie quarterback Brian
Fine, the junior who was
a surprise starter instead
of senior Winston Ford.
Fine played well enough
to win and even pulled off
the best offensive play of
the game, although his
scramble to the Eagle 12yard line was nullified by
a holding penalty.
No, the blame can't be
placed on any one Racer
— coach or otherwise —
which makes the solution
all the tougher for Frank
Beamer and the MSU
gridders.
So what's the problem
with the Racers? Why
haven't 0,-p- scored a
touchdown offensively
since the first game of the
season?

"I wish you could tell
me," a despondent Mark
Thomas said after the
Racers third straight
loss. Thomas coaches the
Racers offensive line and
he, like the nkher MSU
coaches, was Oasping at
straws trying to find the
winning combination
Saturday.
"It's not one thing
that's beating us right
now," Thomas said, "It's
little things — a missed
assignment, a fumble, a
sack — we can't seem to
put our finger on what's
happening. If it was one
person making all the
mistakes, we could fix
that in a minute."
And what bothers
Thomas most, he said,
was the fact that the
mistakes, the mental errors, were coming not
from underclassmen in

the lineup, but from
juniors and seniors — the
guys who have been
around long enough to
know better.
"We get something rolling, Brian (Fine) gets a
long run, and then we get
caught holding. And by a
senior at that," Thomas
moaned."We had at least
three holding penalties
today and several busted
assignments. I'm not
sure what to do about it.
From here on out it's going to be an uphill struggle."

finish 8-3 just like last
year."
Yet in order for the
Racers to be respectable,
as winners or losers,
they've got to stop playing two teams every
Saturday.
Beamer, MSU head
coach, pointed out his
team was playing
"another team and
ourselves" every time
they took the field.
''We'll win if we don't
beat ourselves," he said,
"We're a good enough
team to win, but we can't
help the other team out
and expect to win too."
Saturday the Racers
host the University of
Tennessee-Martin in a
7:30 p.m. contest at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
A victory over the
Pacers could be the first

step towards Racer
respectibillty this year.
"Right now we're going
to be playing on pride,"
Beamer said.
"And we're going to see
how much pride we've
got."
Manny Nati
9 I • 7-1/1
Marebrad SWIM
• 7 3 1-5
MIUR—PG Lancaster 31
91011E—C_aleatt I ran (Duff kid)
MORE—PG Dull 30
MUR—Haaaraos S paw Infarcastra
Laricamer luck
MORE -PG Duff 33
A --IAN
MDR
Fir* dawns
14
Rushes-yards
3$-60 57-1N
Passing yards
43
115
Return yards
151
19
6-15-0 111-3332
Names
Punts
643
7-31
44
Fumbles-toot
3-1
Penalties-yards
4-23
10
Time of Possession
23.17
U:0
INDIVIDLIALSTATISTICS
RUSHING—Murray, Moore 9-41,Terrence S-15 Morehead, Calcutt 9-42, B.J
Ward 7-36.
PASSING—Murray, Fine 6-12-0 5,
Ford 2-3-0 31, Morehead, Hieneeda 113472 Ilk Hanlln 0-5-0 0
RECEIVING—Murray, Walsh 4-12.
cahead,Ledford 4-4111, 11nd-ti11 4-36.

But in a positive vein,
Thomas added that the
Racers can still be
respectable. "Last year
the team lost three in a
row. Maybe three's the
lucky number. We can
still settle down and be
respectable. We can

41.

KEEP THAT-GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1r
Upward Flow
Recycles Trapped Heat

Downward Flow
For coohnq Breeze

EXTRA STRETCH — Racer quarterback Brian Fine dives for an extra yard or two at'ter scrambling 33
yards to inside the Morehead State 15-yard line. However,Fine's run was called back when the Racers were
Staff photo by Jim Rector
penalized for illegal use of hands.

•
4
a

'SALE PRICED!
•

REGISTER FOR A FREE
BENTWOOD ROCKER TO BE
GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY
OCT. 16 AT 4:00 PM

4

•
a
e

a

1980 Chevy Malibu Classic
4 door,2-tone, brown, camel cloth interior,
power steering, power brakes, air
automatic, AM radio.

,
,t
:COME SEE OUR 23 FAN DISPLAY.
*RICES START AT 89'.

1

85977"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

: WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

OM OWarre
SERVICE PORTS

GADO:RAI- WITONS PUTS CIST/1810111

753-8194
-A
;„•••••`.-

206 E. MAIN

C

sq. yd. & up
$599
• yd.&

99

LATEX

Medicare was never intended to cover total heolthcost costs And it
doesn't. In fact, it currently pays less than 40% of the average
healthcare bill.
That's why you may need the Medicare Counter Part III from
United American. It helps fill the holes in Medicare by providing
broad supplemental coverage for both Medicare Part A and
Medicare Port B.
You may be eligible for this valuable coverag
Call us for full details.

ak

4069,

In 5 Gal.
Buckets C,
Gal. Only

16
/
00ff.t
tilvliescVectrifJALE 200
Eic Carrico Paint
c
el Floor Covering

t

SAVE 10%

Now through October
19, save 10% on orders totaling S75 or
more from the "82
Wish Book — and
that's on top of any
price cuts in the
catalog which apply!

Standard Colors $9

VOL PRO FLAT

A2=nr

on orders
totaling S75
or more from
the 1982
Wish Book

in Stock

t

CL7C43

Letusstirup some
savings
for you

CARPET
INTERIOR

753-2617
641 S. Murray

ACcsv allm mem

CCGCLADIA70601D
- GCLX)0

t

GM

Medicare
has holes
in it.

1210W. Main
Murray, Ky.
OiLAA.A.A7CLA.L71.7LIAJGC:104.11X1-11-JC

, CUT__IL28,-iarge capacity-3-spe60
washer Vd4ete*20741
. 114.11
iNcLupES I 0% DISCOUNT
CUT ITS Large capacity electric dryer
Weide 16780!
224.11/5
INCLL/DES 10% DISCOUNT
CUT $83 Kenmore° 10-Stitcri sewing
machine #7350
15/.98
INCLUDES I 0% DISCOUNT
CUT $ 1 26 Power Mate* vacuum wen
2 speeds *2299
2.53.15
INCLUDES 70% DISCO(.NT
CUT $739 iihroledseal microwave
MOM
oven 099721
INCLUDES 10% DISCOUNT
CUT 1160 190-cu ft refrigerator
freezer %flee 061911
1119.95
INCLUDES 10% DISCOUNT
CUT $154 19•In dagonal ineware
4111.55
picture color TV #4237
INCLUDES 10% DISCOUNT

753-8165
364 North 12th St. Murray

Fall
Revival
Sunday, October 3, 1982
10 30 a.m. "Freedom in Christ"
6-00 p m "Sonship in Christ"
Monday, October 4, 1982
7:00 p.m. "Hope in Christ"

,

You can count on

Sat istaCtion Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

BEL-AIR CENTER
753-2310

IV game
cancelled

You Are Invited to Attend Our

Each of these advertised Items Is
readily available for sale as
advertised.

atr% aotSot% 0440 c

Calloway County High
School's boys cross country team placed 10th in a
field of 35 teams in a meet
Saturday at Lexington.
The meet, run on the
site of the state meet this
year, saw 245 rillmirs
compete in the class with
CCHS. Barry Knight
finished first for the
Lakers and 32nd overall. '
Paul Vought was 45th
overall, Mike Wicker
68th, Darrell Harris 860,
and Mike Harlan 87th.
Tuesday the CCHS boys
and girls teams hOtit
Trigg County at Murray
Country Club at 4 p.m.

Tonight's junior varsity
football game between
Murray High School and
Calloway County has
been cancelled.
The game was scheduled for 6:30 at Ty Holland
Stadium, but was called
off and will not be
rescheduled this year.

Robert S. Lough
and Associates

• Prices are catalog prices • now
flour 'E Catakrg • Shippmg,
Instatiation extra • Marty
Kenmore modes are available In
colon at extra charge • Kenmore
dryers and kern& ers require
connectors nos Included In peke
Shown • Ask about Sean
Credit Plans

Sears

Lakers
place
tenth

Robin Wadley
Speaker

Tuesday, October 5, 1982
7:00 p.m. "Confidence in Christ"
Wednesday, October 6, 1982
7 00 p m. "Victory in Christ"

Theme:

"13teabiitgeo cif 13eigg cit
University Church of Christ
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Atlanta wins because Dodgers lose; next playoff race begins
By The Misdated Press
And so, on the final day
of the regular season, the
Atlanta Braves found victory in defeat. They woo
the National League West
because the Loa Angeles
Dodgers loot it
Perhaps that's not entirely fair to the Braves,
who began the season like
they would never lose,
winning a record 13
straight games. But then
they faltered in
miciseanon, only to win
the West title in spinetingling fashion, backing
in on the coattails of the

Dodger defeat to San
The droves irere in —
Fran.ciseo
emir firot diviion title
since MO.
The Braves loot 5-1 Sub"The cream came to
day to the San Diego
Padres and had to wait the tap and we're it," seid
about 45 minutes for the Braves Manager Joe
outcome of the Dodgers' Torre, has uniform soakgame at San Francisco to ed with champagne from
know if they would win the locker room victory
the division outright or be celebration.
forced into a me-game
Atlanta opens a beist,ofplayoff tonight at Loa
five series Wednesday
Angeles.
afternoon against the
That was settled when Cardinals, the ?IL East
Joe Morgan smashed a champions, in St. Louis.
three-run homer in the The Cardinals ended
seventh liming off Terry their season with a 5-4
Forster to lift the Giants victory over the Chicago
to a 5-3 victory.
Cubs in 14 innings.

Baseball playoffschedule
nueseierearm.
weinewennei
CNNINNIAd Winalkia1••••~2
11111•0100NMI&on.emeemes
aieni&hiese

et
Whimpap.dellsbir.
Milaela eta loida
Illbasera atCallorra. a.
TIMW11110.0wIliwr I
eileala at
a)
PAW Oliebor•
Cedliersio irtures•••••

at
W eneslano5
Ilt-LmasalitAda.tai. ••••=r7

INNIUNIIMS
00110
ALat IlL.(el

In other games,
Ptillsdelphia best New
York 4-1. Montreal trimmed Pittsburgh 6-1 and
Houston defeated Cincinnati 3-0.

Although the Braves,
didn't cisme the season on
a winning note, they
didn't complain.
"I don't care how we
did It it's done," said

Clalsbar
Paid.0000
NI.al AL,'al
1101Iap.Osalme
•L
148121..011121or
IL at M..a••••••••
.000/
AL si IlL
!
i irasussimi
11100.00.1011bar•
Aa 111...4U.ismamsri _

Braves slugger Dale
Murphy "We've NM
taken the longeet and
toughest map"
The Braves took a onerun lead on Terry

It took a Robin(Yount) to bring down Orioles
By The Aiwociated Pram
It took a Robin to finally bring down the Orioles.
"I knew this club would
come back, and it did,"
said Milwaukee Manager
Harvey Kuenn after
Robin Yount's slugging
helped the Brewers beat
Baltimore 10-2 on the
final day of the regular
season Sunday, giving
them their first American
League East title. "They
were relaxed for every
game here."
The Orioles were doing
all the winning before
Sunday. They had taken
the first three games of
the big series and pulled
even in the race,
threatening to take the
division championship in
dramatic fashion for
departing Manager Earl
Weaver.
However, the Brewers
got a quick 3-0 lead Sun-

day — thanks in part to
two solo home runs by
Yount — and virtually
took charge from the
beginning. Yount also
blasted a triple in his big
day.

came against Baltimore
ace Jim Palmer. The first
one, in the first inning,
was on an outside fastball
which Vaud hit to the opposite field.
"That's the sign of a
good
hitter," said
"This has been a club of
character right along," Palmer.
Yount said. "We were
loose throughout this
series. We approached
every game with the
same attitude, with a
positive feeling. Today
wes no different."
It was the only game of
any real importance in
the AL Sunday.
Elsewhere, it was
California 7, Texas 6;
Oakland 6, Kansas City 3;
Boston 5, New York 3 in
11 innings; Toronto 5,
Seattle 2; Detroit 9,
Cleveland 1, and Chicago
6, Minnesota 1.
Both of Yoent's homers

Murray physician.
He hit 27 of the 32
greens they played in
regulation, missed only
one fairway and was one
under par for the day
At the end Of the first
nine holes, Holton was 2
up after posting a oneunder-par 35. At the 18th,
he was still two up after
carding a one-over par 37
with bogeys on the last
two holes.
Earlier in the year,
Holton, who has won the
Murray Country Club's
match play championship on several previous
occasions, had finished
second in the club's
men's medal play tournament in July.

Five Harrington goals
pace Murray under-19s
Five goals in two
Harrington accounted
games by Matt Harr- for two of the Murray
ington paced the under-19 goals with Chad Lewis
Murray soccer team to providing the other Murtwo weekend victories.
ray point. Charles Cella
and
George Moore conHarrington scored
tributed
two assists.
three goals at Paris,
Tonight the 6-1 MurTenn., Friday as the
locals won 4-1. Tim Lewis rayans travel to
provided two assists Hopkinsville to face
while Donnie Grace add- University Heights
ed a goal and Chad Lewis Academy, the only team
to blemish the Murray
another assist in the vicrecord
this season.
tory.
Thursday the locals
-Suncraj-the Murrayans return home to host
travelled to Calvert City undefeated Clarksville,
where they defeated their Tenn.,in a 5 p.m. game at
hosts,3-2.
the old city park.

Oilers still unbeaten
in Calloway Football
Calloway County Little
League Football has one
undefeated team after
Saturday's action at
Laker Stadium.
Two Jones brothers —
quarterback "Pookie"
Jones and halfback Fred
Jones — combined to lead
the 2-0 Oilers to a 144 victory over the Chargers,

Because of a sCheduling miicup the CardinalsSteelers game was
postponed until later this
week. Saturday the Oilers
play the Cardinals at 9
a.m. followed by the
Steelers and Chargers at
10:30 at Laker Stadium.

Purcell
A 9-yard run by Fred
Jones in the first half put defeated
the Oilers ahead, 6-0, and
"Pookie" Jones tossed a
pass to Fred for the in doubles
Mel Purcell, Murray
DOW 1-1.

4.•

extra-point conversion to
make the Oiler lead 6-0.
With 3:00 left in the
third Fieriest: ...other
Jiines-to-Jones aerial
gaffe the Oilers a 14-0 advantage and it wasn't until :45 remained in the
game that the Chargers
could muster a score.
Tim Armstrong's 5yard run prevented a
Charger shutout.

Brewers' major leagueleading total to 216, and
Don Sutton, the National
League expatriate, pitched eight gutsy innings,
scattering eight hits.
"I knew all along this
club would win, with or
without me," Sutton said.

Cecil Cooper and Ted
Simmons also hit home
runs to boost the

SCOREBOARD

Holton holds twin
country club titles
Mike Holton now holds
the unprecendented
distinction of being the
men's champion at both
Murray Country Club and
the Oaks Country Club.
Having won
loudCgN'
the
t
medal play
by five strokes earlier in
the year, Holton also won
the Murray Country
Club's men's match play
tournament Sunday,
Sept. 26, with a 5 and 4
win over the defending
champion, Dr. Johnny R.
Quertermous.
Holton, a Murray insurance representative
and a member of both
clubs, led from the second green which he took
with a birdie 2 on the 155yard hole, in his 32-hole
match with the young

Catcher Rick Dempsey
then suggested pitching
Yount in, Palmer said.
"So the next time, he
hits it over the left-field

tennis pro, was defeated
in a weekend doubles tennis tournanmed at Hilton
Head Island,S.C.
Purcell and doubles'
mate Hana Mandlikova
were dropped in the
semifinal match hi the
World Couples Tennis
Tournament, 6-3, 3-6, 74,
by Betty Stove sad Bill
Scanlon.

"This is the best collection of talent I ever
played with. I'm glad to
go along for the ride."
The Brewers advanced
to the AL championship
series against California
starting Tuesday night in
Anaheim.

McDonald's
Breakfast Special

Hendon's Service Station

2 Egg McMoffins for

Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Faintly Tradition
iTdagtol•44;4
Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
e 00 Genet° Au'o R0pmr•Tu,,,
, ups•ft,oike,“-

$1 29

• •

CA1-4. US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE E. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES

College
Football
LA87'
Army 17, Harvard 13
Boston College 17, Tempie 7
Maryland 36,Syracuse 3
Penn Si, Colionbia 31
Pittsburgh 16, W Virginia 13
Rutgers 27, William & Mary 17
SOUTH
Alabama 34, Arkansas St. 7
Clemson 34, Kentucky
Georgia 29. Missiodpni St. 21
Louisiana St N.Florida 13
Miami,Fla. X,Loubrville
Navy 27,Duke 21
Nehreake 41, Althorn 7
•

good Only during Breakfast Hours
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Milwaukee II, Baltimore 2
Califernis 7, Texas 6
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Maluniay's Gass
ca,a,Lsdii
Chicago 3, kbanssats 3
Las
Anoka SisPrancises 2
Cleveland 1-1, Detroit 5-4
Pldia17a4.Wars Tart 3
Emma City 6,Oatlend 4
Pltlaisiall.1100•••1 1
Toronto 3, Utak
Haulm4,Cisclerail 2
Barton 5. New York 0
Athlete 4,iaa DS=
Baltimore 11, Milwaukee 3
inamel
California I, Texas 4
Philadelphia 4, New Tot 1
Madre&
I,Palter.1
Setley's Gams
dt. Lewis0,Clamp 4, 14 Wangs
Toronto 5,Smith 2
asulas 3,Cllsehmisti
Boater 5. New York 3,11 innings
• Sam Ireadsca I. Las Amides 3
Detroit 11, Cleveland 1
Sae Maio 1,Atlesta 1
Chicago 4, Minnesota 1
Waist NadirIsms
Oakland 6,Kansas City 3

sotrinwear

200 N

_L_No Coupon Required. Offer

Major League Baseball

MaXgrkiedli. 14 .
SW Unties@ 70, S. Illinois 10
Tennessee 10, Washington St, 3
Vanderbilt 24,Tulane 21
Wake Forest 13, Virginia Teal 10
MW
Florida Si 34, Ohio St. 17
Illinois 41, Minnesota ft
Iowa 45, Northwestern 7
Michigan 24,Indiana 10
Missouri 111. E. Carolina 9
Notre Dame N,Michigan St 3
Tulsa X,Kansas 15
Wisconsin 35, Purdue 31
Arkansas 35, Texas Chrand
Baylor 11, Houston 11,tie
Brigham Young 51, Texas-El Pses3
Oklahoma 13, lows St 3
Texas 34, Rice 7
Texas Tech ft Texas ASS 13
rAa
I
Arizona St. 30, Kansas Si 7
California 26,San Jose St 7
Fresno St 31, Utah St. 6
New Mexico 41, Air Force 17
New Merin)St. 16, Moots St. 17
Southern Cal X,Oregon 7
Stanford 45, Oregon St 5
UCLA 34, Coloradco
Wi46600•41,dim Diego no
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iintle (daIf we hadn't won this ddies thatr Oblast title
game, was how we !aided laat Monday.
and lost the last three
Julio Genalo prow*
goings to the Dodgers" .dtheblghlofth.gauw
said Morgan,M.
wheel he...led off the 14110
Reliever Greg Minton, Inning with a home reit
10-4, was the winning pit- his first of the season He
cher. Tom Niedentuer. 3- had four has in the game
4, was the Weer after
1r-de Rasmussen, 1-2.
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second and third before and Ken Kravec, 1-1 was
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Local Goff
Dale Lyles of Paducah
scored a hole-in-one
Saturday at the Murray
Country Club during a
scramble golf tournament.---

Lyles used a 4-iron on
the 165-yard, par-3 No.7
for the ace. Witnessing
the shot were Rick
Cochran, Bruce Austin
and Bill Scillian.

Hendon's Service Station
4th
Murray

_

7S3-1921

GRAHAM
It JACKSON
For The
Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

NIKE

speciarig

20
%
6 Men's Styles

OFF

INTREPID (Nylon)
No 2080—Cadet Blue/Tan, Sizes 7-13 Reg 29.99

LEATHER CORTEZ
No. 2184—White/Red, Sizes 3-14. Reg 38.99

s4.23.99
sa.31.19

YANKEE (Nylon)
No 2238—Lt./Grey/Black. Sizes 6-13. Reg. 34.99

BRUIN LEATHER
No 4006—White/Red. Sizes 5y3-14. Reg. 37.99

so.27.99
s4.30.39

DIABLO (Nylon)
No. 1754—Grey/Navy. Sizes 3-13 Reg. 21 99

MEADOW (Nylon Mesh)
No. 7342—White/Lt. Blue, Sizes 7-13. Reg. 29.9°

20
%
Women's Styles
RACOUETTE (Leather)
No 7406—White/ Lt Blue, Sizes 4-10. Rag 36.99

sw.29.59

—LADY ALL COURT(Canvas)

18.39
LADY OCEANIA (Nylon)
No. 1787—Teal Blue/Royal. Sizes 4-10 Reg 23.99 saki 19.19
No 7412—White/ Lt Blue, Size* 4-10. Rig. 22.99

Selo

LADY DIABLO (Nylon)
No 1765—Lt Grey/Sangria. Sizes 4-10 Reg 2399

so.19.19
No 2235—Cobalt Blue/Powder. Sizes 4-10
sa.27.19
Reg 3399
LADY MEADOW (Nylon Mesh)
No.744? While/Powder,Sizes 4-10. Reg. 29.99 kik 23 99,
YANKEE LADY (Nylon)

sa.17.59
so•23.99

DENNISON HUNT
.1203 Chestnut

Off

Everytneng for that SPORT in YOUR tr

Sporting Goods
753-84
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Overall market prices on form goods up during September
WASHINGTON(AP) —
While it may not mark
the start of an economic
recovery in rural
America, September was
a bright spot in what has
been a bleak stretch for
American farmers.
Overall market prices
for all farm goods, which
have been severely
depressed for months,
shot upward over the past
month while production
expenses, which have
been eating up the
whatever income
farmers have been getting, held Steady.
According to the
Agriculture Department's Crop Reporting
Board, September also
was the first month in the
last 14 during which
prices farmers got for
their raw products exceeded year-earlier
levels.
Production expenses in
September, however,
also remained well above
those of a year ago,

meaning little extra for
farmers' pocketbooks
when compared to the fall
of 1961. While feed and
replacement livestock
costs fell, farm
machinery and seed expenses moved higher.
The Crop Reporting
Board said Thursday that
higher market prices for
milk, cotton, eggs,
oranges and apples sent
September prices up 2.3
percent above those
posted in August.
The price increase over
September 1981 was also
2.3 percent, but it was
more than offset by production costs that remained 3.3 percent
higher than a year ago.
The stronger prices for
many commodities,
however, were
moderated by some
significant price declines
in major cash commodities for many
farmers. Corn, at $2.17 a
bushel, was down 5.6 per-

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

cent from the month percent to $5.28 a bushel, 4 percent to $56.80 a hunbefore, soybeans fell 5.5 and cattle dropped nearly dred pounds

Distillers pushing for grain sale
basis," he added.
By BILL BERGSTROM
The council; Harris
Associated Press Writer
Kentucky distillers are said, put the potential
pushing a plan to sell buyers in touch with Kendried grains — a. tucky producers.
"They're looking at
byproduct of the whiskey
making business — to what's available now and
overseas buyers who what will be available
would use the substance when ethanol — gasohol
— producers come on
as animal feed.
Distillers' dried grains line," he said. "We've got
come both from them hooked up with the
distilleries and ethanol potential producers as
plants that produce fuel- well as the present
grade alcohol used in distiller producers.
"Hopefully, buyer and
gasohol. After the alcohol
is produced, the grain is seller can come to terms.
treated to remove alcohol We don't have anything
residue, dried and pro- definite."
cessed for animal feed.
It is high in protein, fat
and fiber and makes a
good cattle feed, said
F ANKFORT —
Tom Harris, executive
director of the Kentucky Agri lture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley,
Council on Agriculture.
"It makes a good mix- II recently formed the
ture to go with anything USDA of his otal opposiyou want to put in it," tion to any rtducution in
Harris said. "All your the 1982 burley price supdistillers are producers. port level.
USDA has proposed
They get rid of a lot of it
in slop. A lot of them are reducing the price suphooked up with feedpens, port level because a
where they run it out and bumper tobacco crop is
expected this year. In
feed it to the livestock."
Harris said the Italian fact, Barkley said, it is
Federation of Farmers the first time in several
Cooperatives has in- years that the crop is exdicated a strong interest pected to exceed the
In the product, but has not quota.
One reason for the exyet said how much grain
ceptionally large crop is
would be purchased.
"An English firm has that the USDA increased
/
2 percent,
indicated they need 100 the quota by 71
tons a month on a Barkley said. "The
regular, year-round Department of

Energy and
Agriculture Secretary
William B. Sturgill said
the negotiations are an
example of what the
council was designed to
promote.
"It's our job to get
buyer and seller together.
After that, it's up to buyer
and seller to handle it
from there.
"Of course, if we are
needed to work out any
problems in transportation or any other areas
that might jeopardize the
sale, we will do all we can
to help," Sturgill said.

Barkley against reduction

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Agriculture and various
other producer representatives opposed any increase," he said, "but we
recommend 'that if there
were an increase it
should be no greater than
5 percent."
Barkley said that now it
looks as though producers will reach that
quota, the USDA wants to
reduce the support price
in order to compensate
for the volume. He
pointed out, however,
that even though this
year's crop is large, supplies could easily fall
short in the future just as
they have in the past
several years.
Finally, Barkley said
he is particularly concerned because the
reducation will force producers to pay for a decision which they have opposed all along.

753-3355

41PVGrain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY,KY.

Terrace systems located on farm
Two terrace systems
with underground outlets
have been installed on
Mrs. Leila Erwin's farm.

farm. The two terrace
system consisted of seven
parallel terrace levees
about 135 feet apart
which controls soil eroMrs. Erwin is the sion at the same time and
fourth landowner in use large farm
Calloway County to in- machinery in crossing
stall this new erosion con- terraces.
trol practice. The terraces replaced the need
The U.S. Soil Conservafor two large grass water- tion Service provided the
ways on Mrs. Erwin's technical assistance for

WE DELIVER
AFTER 5:00 P.M.

Albert Wilson,
Calloway County ranger,
with the Kentucky Division of Forestry announced that due to increased
production costs, the
price of tree seedlings is
going up.
Increases will range
from $2 for a minimum
order of 100 to a $50 in-

crease for 1,000 walnut
seedlings. This
represents increased
costs of collecting and
purchasing walnut seed
which has been practically unavailable due to poor
seed crops the past two
years.
The price increase
becomes effective Oct.

isi'g Red is
He's also at
Southern States.
Come on down to Industrial Road
and see what he eats.

753-0023

design and layout of the
terrace systems and
ASCS provided the longterm agreement costshare assistance for Mrs.
Erwin's project. Mrs. Erwin will be installing one
more terrace system and
one grass waterway plus
using a complete no-till
cropping system within
the next four years to
complete her contract.

Tree seedling prices increase

otv
Southern States

Godfather's

J53-3404

TERRACE SYSTEM — Terraces are being built by dem after topsoil has
been removed on Mrs. Leila Erwin's farm west of Midway in Calloway County.
Topsoil will be placed back on terraces after they are completed. More than 3,900
feet of terrace levees were installs&

SPUNKY 50 .

NUGGETS 50114

5995

15. All orders received
before this date will be
honored at last year's
prices. Seedlings may be
ordered for either the fall
or spring planting
seasons. Additional price
information and order
blanks may be obtained
by contacting Albert
Wilson at 436-2152 or the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry Office at 2473913.
The Kentucky Division
of Forestry is mandated
by state law to provide
tree seedlings to Kentuckians for reforestation
purposes. The three state
operated tree nurseries
grow approximately 15
rnithomn seedlings annually ,
to meet these

Farm life
healthy one

CHICAGO (AP) —
Farmers are less likely to
Murray
die of heart disease than
other rural residents,
largely because farm life
includes more exercise
and less drinking and
smoking, a new study
says.
The study, published in
today's Journal of the
American Medical
Association, found that
Iowa farmers below the
age of 65 have a fatality
rate for heart disease
about 10 percent less than
death rates for other men
in the state.
Compared to other
_residents of rural corn'nullities, fewer farmers
smoked or drank alcohol,
and they got more exercise, the study said.
The findings supported
other
studies with similar
0
4 11 .1
results, showing "living
COF what is called a healthy
atI(CV(
vaideit,
lifestyle does make a difEarly Buying Bonus!
ference in real
numbers,'! Dr. Paul
Buy your high yielding
Pomrehn, an author of
Coker corn hybrids
the study,said.
during BOOKING
Although the researchers studied only Iowa,
BONANZA DAYS
it's likely "other farmers
from your participathave similar ading Coker Dealer!
vantages" nationwide,
Enjoy early selection,
Pomrehn said.
Pomrehn, an associate
protection against any
professor
at the Universilater price increases, and
ty of Iowa medical
a valuable premium item
school, said he studied
when you order.
62,000 deaths of Iowa men
age 20 to 64.
Sportsman's Lock Knife ..3 bogs.
Western Roper lociwpr .10 bogs.
Ranctwm Vest
23 bogs.
M
G
Ronchor Coot
40 bogs.
Complete

unconditionally guaranteed

753-1423
Buy a new Case farm tractor.. choose

special Case

COKER'S GREAT CORN

BOOKING BONANZA!

11:1
%
III
a
A.RR.
financing for up to 48 months

have the option of choosing 8 80oAPR financing with any of our new Case 90 series farm tractors
purchased
between September 1 and October 31 1982 Purchase must be finanrxti through J I Case Credit Corporation
You

OR

waiver
of flnic.charges
Instead of 88% A P R financing. you can
chOOSe a waiver -a-finance-charges option
Under this plan I you buy any of our new Case
farm tractors, finance charges will be waived
horn dale of purchase unfil June 1 1963 Purchase Must be financed through J I Case Credit
Corporation

Wahurr of finance chore*s
on mood farm tractors
ft you buy one ot our used lam, tractors any
make between September 1 and October 31
1982 finance charges win be warred from date
of purchase until March I 1963 Purchase must
Fe' financed through J I Case Credit Corporation

1

*4 ihis
OR

* Top hybrids.
* Early selection.
* Guaranteed prices.
* Valuable premiums.
CORN

1r,

Cot,.

special super rebates up to $9400
for cash purchases
If you choose this rebate'
no-Snanang OphOn wen
the purchase of any of
our new Case farm trac
tors Casa wi send you
a check to the dollar
anyounl opposite the
Case malel you buy
Rebate may be applied
toward your purchase
Once NOTE Government Agenoestiepart
ments do not qualify for
rebates

BUMBLE
YODEL

CUR
REBATE

ELIGNIKE
WOOEL

11111 4-111 $8400 zw• o.wo
sus 4-111 $8,000 me so
4411 4-111 $6,400 usi sr
me rag $5,400 tree sr
VOA 2-VD $5,000 IMO or
ono 2-wo $4,200 ITN or

CASS
REBATE

$3,800
$3,200
$2,800
$1,800
$1,580
$1,300

P1

112111211.

specialfactory selling allowances

D COR

Ep COPO

tom** your trade even better
Otters vabd September 1 thru October 31 1982 See us now
COKER 5
PEDIGREED
SEED

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
503 Walnut

753-3062

s'

Can

W• jg$J iii. Ghu sad
Stirs Fronts & inseisted
glass. Wo fix store
wisdom, dews sad :cm's,
Est est gists tsik haps
Wen tad windows.
We as repot mod milks
patio dew gloss.
753-0110 ov 753-2798
1116 Celdwater Rd.
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UKfaillfedi.
intoxicatios chaps
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)-Three University
of Kentucky football
players were arrested on
intoxication charges and
faced court appearances
Later today, campus
pollee said.
Linebacker John
Grimsley and defensive
guard Chris Ference
were charged with public
intoxication Sunday.
Defensive tackle Chris
Dorazio was charged
with driving while intoxicated, said UK Police
Chief Paul Harrison.
Coach Jerry Claiborne
declined comment Sure
day night. Sports Information Director
Russell Rice said today
no decision on
disciplinary action had
been made.
Dorazio was driving a
car that was stopped near
the campus by UK police
officer Michael Bandy at
the request of city police,
according to Bandy's
report.
Following their release
from jail, Dorazio and
Ference denied any
wrongdoing and
Griznsley declined comment.
Dorazio said the three
had been hunting squirrels on a friend's farm in
Woodford County.
Ference said their
shotguns were
disassembled and placed
in the trunk of the car
before the trio left the
farm.
Dorazio confirmed
there was beer in the car,
but he said it was in the
trunk.
"I don't have the
slightest idea of what we
were being pulled over
about," Dorazio said.

Membership
meeting set
at country club
Three new members of
the board of directors will
be elected tomorrow
night at the annual
membership meeting of
the Murray Country Club,
scheduled to start at 7:30
p.m. in the clubhouse on
College Farm Road.
Six members have been
nominated for the three
positions: Sue Costello,
Judy Muehleman,
Howard Steely, Dr.
Johnny Quertermous,
Butch Seargent and Scott
Seiber.
The three elected will
replace Club President
Jerry Grogan, Jim
Williams and Annie
Knight, whose three-year
terms will expire Dec. 31.
Also expected to be
discussed at the meeting,
according to Grogan, will
be the increasing
maintenance costs for
both the golf course and
the physical facilities at
the club and the possibility of an increase in
membership dues in
order to cope with them.
All members of the club
are urged to be present.

Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071
10-5 daily

Name Brand Shoes
for the entire family
at discount prices

Don't worry about lean meat
Limns**

E.Laseb.11.0.

DEAR DR LAMB - I am
milkweed about a recast
report correcting diet and
caster The report said that
you were more likely to get
cancer of the breast, prostate and large bowel if you
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HEAD START MONTH PROCLAIMED-Judy Whitt's, director el the Mm'
ray Head Start Program,and Robert Glin Jeffrey,emperintendentof the Murray
Independent School System, watch as Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a proclamation declaring the week of Oct 10-16 as Head Start Week and October as
Head Start Month in Murray. Head Start in Kentucky is now in its 17th year,
meeting the needs of disadvantaged children. The program is established as the
foremost Early Childhood Development Program of its kind in the United States.
Since its inception in May 1965, Head Start has provided health, educational and
social services to over 190,000 children and their families across the Commonwealth. Head Start provides not only for educational and exceptional needs
of the children, but also for their social, perliological, health and nutritional requirements.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

TVA committed to conservation
CLEVELAND,Tenn.The Tennessee Valley
Authority is firmly committed to energy conservation as the cheapest
and most practical way of
meeting the future
energy needs of the
Valley region, TVA
Director S. David
Freeman said Friday.
"Let there be no
mistake about TVA's
power policy: TVA is
dedicated to the conservation option and on very
practical grounds,"
Freeman said.
He emphasized conservation's low cost at a time
of rapidly increasing
costs for large generating
plants.
In addition to helping to
hold rates down,
Freeman said, conservation helps individual consumers cut their monthly
bills; conserves
nonrenewable resources
as required by the TVA
Act; is a quick and flexible way of meeting future
energy needs; and is
more reliable than large
plants.
Speaking at a
beremony recognizing
The 500,000th home insulation survey under the
TVA-sponsored Home Insulation Program,

Freeman said TVA and
the cp,stribcftors of TVA
power have now combined to survey almost one of
every five homes in the
TVA power service area.
"I'm very proud that
this represents by far the
highest audit penetration
rate in the country among
larger utilities,"
Freeman said. He said
TVA will continue to push
forward with the program with the goal of
completely weatherizing
more than a quarter of
the dwelling units in the
Valley region by 1990.
In addition to saving
energy, conservation will
also be an economic boon
to the Valley region, according to Freeman. He
said the TVA program
has already created between 800 and 1,200 new
private-sector jobs, and
that number will continue
to grow. TVA and local
power distributors
together employ an additional 350 persons as
energy advisors.
And TVA is now putting
increasing emphasis on
reaching groups that
have been comparatively
slow to get involved in the
program so far. He said
these clinclude the poor,
the elderly, and aprat-

Protect yourself
from winter's cold

ment dwellers.

.4'64

"I look forward to the

day when virtually every
home in the Valley has
been made as energy efficient as possible,"
Freeman said.
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The beet any to protect youreeN from winters mkt a to %remnants
your home A fully weatherized horns will help you keep wormer and
save money on your heeling Ma
By property inetang emulation
in your attic and under your
floors, you can keep the heat
inside your house In adcliticc
you can keep cold drafts out
by caulking and weather
stripping amund doors and
windows
Remember. 'weatherize now to
protect yourself from cold
weather and high heating bele

Nk.

I1AWEST KY. RURAL ELECTRK COOP. CORP.
753-5612

•

a.

Soutliiin States
6, 7, 8,& 9 till noon

3% Day Sale Only

*CC30 $150.95 Reg.$191.00
,CC50$18 1 .95 Reg.$225.00
CC100 $285.95 Reg. $342.00

Comfort Glow

GRW8A - 9300 BTU

GR9A - 9300 BTU $169.95

$133.95

We also give free estimates'
IP

304 N
12ti,

TABERS BODY
SHOP
24 Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
753-3134

4

•

-Coi-op Oil Heaters

Our treatment protects and beautifies asphalt
so avoid trouble by protecting the ,urfocr
against grease, gasoline, oil, salt and thi
weather.

•

•••

October Truck Load Sale

With Winter approaching
its time to seal your
driveway!

EST K N U
ASPHALT
753-8163 COATING Si SEALING CO.

•

Reg. $169.00

Reg. $214.00

ammit
ommemillaii •

Electric Heaters
TR-28 $32.95 Reg. 43.50
RT-10$21.95 Reg. 28.00
RT-40 $43.95 Reg. 57.00

:1-t-It

•

Redi Grip

Grip Spur

'est .
.

'

e

6 ply 700 Z-T5 Tubeless $64.50
• ply 750 x 16 Tubed Type___$73.50 _
•

-S2uniireclArlineJ

Price plus sales tax includes federal tax

G78 x 14 $41.1
G78 x 15 $41.55

and mounting
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
1
Flight

101
103
105

from Murray to Nashville
Depart
6:40 a.m.
12:45p.m.
5:00p.m.

Arrive
7:25a.m.
1:30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

From Nashville to Murray
Flight
102
104

106

Depart
9:35a.m.
. 2I30 p.m.

Arrive'
10:20a.m.
3:15 p.m.

7:30p.m.

11:15Vtn,

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

Froclincy
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

Iosi? All Wolverine Shoes 25% Off
jtqupc1 Hay Feredrrp
Solid Bottom-, $79
.50
le

Standard Of theIndustry Hoyfeeder
With Hoy SaverConstructed of 1 3/8" square tubing.

753-1423

Murray

.

illarMil
S
o
.1
A
1.
1111
!
-

Industrial Rd.
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DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend was a virgin when I met
him. 1 wasn't, and now he's trying to make me feel guilty
We are both the same age (20), but I IUD much more
mature than he is.
He keepit, asking me questtons about the guys I've been
with before him. He wants to know who, how many, how
many tones and 411 the details. If I don't tell him, he gets
mad and calls -me names. There really weren't all that
many only six), hut according to him I was practically a
prostitute.
He knows I love him. I really do, and it shouldn't Tatter
to him•how many guys 1 had because I didn't know him
at the time.
Now he tells me he wants to even the score before he
marries me. Should I stay engaged to him or tell him to
buzz off'
THIRD DEGREE IN LAUDERDALE

Dea
By Abigail Van Buren

For Sake of His Progeny,
Man Will Forsake Monogamy
DEAR ABBY: I am a married man, age 31. My wife,
now 30, is totally disabled due to two heart attacks. Since
age 25, she has been very sickly and cannot have children. Our sex life has been reduced to never. I am not
complaining, Abby. I don't ask anything of her that she
cannot do.
But Abby, I am the only grandson on my father's side
of the family, and it is up to me to carry on the family
name.
Under mutual agreement with my wife, I am looking for
a permanent wife-mother and partner to be a member of
this family,— to have my kids for me. I don't mean
anything kiiIky or weird, Abby. I mean I want a mother
for my kids who will live in our home.
Where can I find a woman who would be interested in
this kind of arrangement? What are the legal ramifications of me doing something like this? Kids mean so much
to me, and I want some of my own before I get much
older.
G. IN SOUTH CAROLINA

DEAR THIRD: Tell him to buzz off. He has a lot of
growing up to do.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: "Confused in Pasadena" asked, "What is
the correct name for the heaviest meal of the day if it is
served at noon? And what would you call the lightest
meal of the day if it is served at night?"
You replied: "Dinner' is the principal meal of the day.
'Lunch' is a light meal — usually eaten at noon. And
'supper' is the evening meal when dinner is taken at noon.
"If I'm in error, I'll eat my Webster's dictionary for
'supper,' because I've already had 'dinner.'"
Abby, where I grew up, we ate dinner at noon, supper at
night, and lunch was what we carried to school or work in
tin boxes.
SUPPER LOVER IN OMAHA
• *•

DEAR G.: You could investigate the possibility of
having a surrogate mother artificially impregnated
with your sperm to bear your child (or children), but
you cannot take a woman into your home to be a
"wife-mother-partner" and raise your kids, assuming you could find one who is willing. A man is
legally entitled to only one wife at a time, and you
already have your quota.
6
•
•

DEAR ABBY: People who like to put on the dog always
say "dinner" instead of "supper." A young woman who
worked in the same office with me called her mother and
said, "Ma, I won't be home for supper tonight — I'm
invited out for dinner."
FREDA IN QUEENS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Printer's
measure
3 Had a bite
4 Nation's fleet
5 Rain and hail
6 Bye,
7 Negative
prefix
8 Exist
9 Remainder
10 Appraise
11 Stingy person
13 Doctrine

Ammer to Saturday's Puzzle

CORM MCC COO

IMOD MUM CM

MU UMW MOO
UM DOUG UMW
GUM COMO BOO
COMM MOO 110
UUMMUU MOM=
OU MUM MUM
U00 UMW MUM
U000 UMOU UM
MUM MOUE UM
CUD UUULI UUMU
MUM GUM MUM

ACROSS
1 Wherewithal
6 Crown
11 Of the mind
12 Apprehend
14 Go — alone
15 Without end
17 Actual being
18 Pigpen
20 Baker's need
23 Decade
24 Verve
46 Walk on
428 Cornpass.pt.
429 Renovate
:31 Simplest
43 Heavenly
body
36 Wrongful act

1

2

3

16 Unusual
19 NYC players
21 Red and Yetlow
22 Experience
25 Wants
27 Watch faces
30 Periods of
time
32 Build
34 Pare
36 Groans
37 Coves
38 Expires
6 7
5
4

11
39 Choose
42 Switch word
43 Quantity of
yarn
45 Isolated rock
46 High mountain
48 Slumber
50 Attempt
51 Tidy
53 Trade
55 Exists
56 Thoroughfare
59 Kite
61 Cubic meter
62 Ceremonies
DOWN
1 Courage

40 Tooth decay
41 Meeting
44 More recent
47 Separate
49 Sanskrit dialect
52 Golf mound
54 Actor O'Neal,
to friends
57 Teutonic
deity
58 Tellurium
symbol
60 Compass pt
8 9 10

15

19

20

21 22

GUEST SPEAKER — Lanette
Thurman (right) of Murray State
University's Center for Leadership
Studies spoke to the Murray Kiwanis
Club at their meeting Thursday evening at the Sirloin Stockade. Mrs.
Thurman emphasized that each person should look for the positive, as we
can choose whether we want to be
positive or negative in viewpoints
and activities. It is the postive viewpoint that gets the work of organizations and the world accomplished
stated Mrs. Thurman. Marvin Mills,
Kiwanis vice president is on the left.

23
28•

26•UU27
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43
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45
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50
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HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
FLYING ACE HANGING
AROUND THE BARRACKS...

62

HE 15 RE5TLE55.,THERE
15 NOTHING TO PO
EXCEPT PLAY CARDS...
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OKAY, MEN/THE GAME 15
ACTUALLY, FLYING
"PI6"! IF YOU GET TWO OF i,.ACE5 VERY SELDOM
A KIND, you FUT YOUR "PLAYED "P16"
FINGER AGAINST YOUR NOSE
LIKE THIS... GOT IT?
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OH, NANCY-PLEASE MAKE
ME A SARDINE
SANDWICH

YOU ASKED FOR
SARDINE
SANDWICH

I MUST HELP,
AUNT FRITZI
STICK TO HER
DI ET
4115•4h
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FOR
CORRECTING
MISTAKES

1-1OLD STILL

REALLY?
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JULIUS,I NEED $140
7 GOP A NEVV
HAJPDO
•
•
•

BUT,DARLI NG,YOUg
1-144111 LOOKS PERFECT

‘
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Mau
LUSUI-e
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,
NO,I'M JUST 1-01,1
ARE YOU HAPPY SHE'S
DECIDED TO LE/AVE HER j ro SAVE $40
HAIR 11-1E WAY YOU I
LIKE IT 7

-
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1. Legal Notice

Fnuices Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 5,11112
What ldadd day wth tomorrow be? To fled out waist the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth sign.
ARIES
44
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 18
Though you'll enjoy unusual
rapport with a loved one, arse
of you is inclined to overspend.
Seek less costly entertainments.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Salesmen have special luck,
as those with jobs that involve
personal contacts. A close tie
may bite off more than he or
she can handle.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) lber".
Charm and wit are your
allies, yet don't let success
with others go to your head.
Luck comes for actors and
writers.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly22)
You're sought after by
others, but frankly more opportunities come around home
base. Inaugurate new
decorating schemes.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 412,ti;
c
Sometimes you love to hear
yourself talk and this is one of
those days. Settle for true success rather than mere ego
gratification.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Conflicting opinions make
advice you get practically
useless. You may buy an art
object or jewelry at a good
price.
LIBRA
—
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22) 1Lrli
Your personal popularity
may be at a high and you can
get pretty much what you
want, but not in matters of
credit or financial backing.
SCORPIO
'
(Oct. 23 toNov. 21) nVeltic
Others are in a playful mood
and may be instrumental in
helping you waste time. Enjoy
privacy, reading and cultural
pursuits.
viretiV•
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 toDec. 21) —
Though social life is fulfilling, friendship and business
do not mix favorably today.
Don't be so easily distracted
on the job.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19) id
Your persuasiveness is at a
peak and you'll impress
higher-ups favorably, though
you're warned not to mix
business and pleasure.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
If you need inSpiration, a
visit to a play, concert or
museum will do the trick.
Some minor turmoil may exist
at home.
PISCES
(Feb. 19to Mar.20)
Others may promise more
than they can deliver. Watch
out for those with big lines.
You choose to invest in collectibles.

Bicyclist riding
to raise funds

u
a"ei.O.
41'1

WAT TOAT
BOTTLE
OF STUFF
ON YOUR
DESK

11,rfi

"I•liti4
•••
•""
••

(g)1982 UnnAsiF••••• SrdIcels.

QT.

Your Individui

OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) — A Fulton, Ky.,
carpenter who says
charities have turned a
deaf ear to his pleas for
aid is bicycling across the
country to raise money
for liver transplants for
his two seriously ill
children.
In a stopover in
Oklahoma City, Jeff
Woodruff, 27, said he
hopes his trip will attract
enough sponsors to raise
around $250,000 to pay for
the transplants and other
medical treatment for his
sons, Sean,5, and Adrian,

1.

Woodruff said the two
children suffer from
alpha-l-antitrypsin deficiency, a rare hereditary
condition where
necessary chemicals are
not produced by the liver.
Woodruff said there are
only about 20 known
cases among children in
the United States, hence
there has been little
research. He said the only known treatment'is to
transplant.
Woodruff storied his
trip on foot accompanied
by his brother, bet
cLed to a bicycle in
Arkansas and sent his
brother home after encountering threats from
passers-by.

4

1.1.401 Nonce

PUBLIC REARING NOTICE
The City of Murray will hold a public
hearing on October 11, 1982 at 7:00 p.m for
the purpose of hearing public input on the
proposed annexation of Unit 2 & 3 of
Canterbury Estates Subdivision and the remaining portion of Coach Estates Trailer
Park.
The meeting will be held in the Council
Chambers of City Hall. An annexation plan
will be presented by representatives of the
City of Murray.
All persons are encouraged to attend and
participate. If you have any questions concerning this,zr may call 753-1225.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following
estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District
Court. All claims
against these
estates should be
filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of
qualification.
N. Roberta Whitnah, 1506 Chestnut
St., Murray, KY
Deceased. M.
Ronald
Christopher, 205 S.
Sixth St., Murray,
KY Executor. M.
Ronald
Christopher, 205 S.
Sixth St., Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Shirley K.
Werts, Executrix,
of the estate of
Howard Walter
Werts, Deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
October 13, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Frank
Hargis and Henry
Hargis, Co Administrators, of
the estate of Vera
E. Hargis, Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
October 13, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Fred
Broach, Executor,
of the estate of Addie Jones, Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
October 13, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

2. Notice
We have just
traded for a local
1 owner, 1981
Buick Regal with
T -Top. Well
equipped-air condition, cruise, and
so forth. See today at PARKER
FORD INC. 701
Main 753-5273.
Large selection 14kt.
GOLD EARRINGS
Reg $1900
NOW

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Olympic Plaza
1115. 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Hove 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for on in•
Ispirational message to
your day.
Children's tope 759.4445.
4

I

\

For Watkins products
see Holman Jones 217 S.
13th St or call 753-3128

REGISTER
NOW
Free drawls, at

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
Olympic Plaza
Values up
to $300
DRAWING UNTIL
OCT. 9, 1912
HRS.9-9 Doily
14 Sunday

HICKORY LANE
STABLES
complete
Norse Farm indoor
riding , training
rding, horses
r hire. Lessons
for everyone.
753-4588 days
759-1869 Even-

The

12.5 Financing Purdom Motors Inc.
all new 82 & 83
Models Cadillac,
Oldsmobile, Buick
and Pontiac
1406W. Main
753-5315
your Tiny
picture made•
•at Carter Studio
We have special
prices for Tots.
CARTER STUDIO 1.
Hove

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Cecil D.
Vahle, II, Administrator, of the
estate of Cecil
Delyn Vahle,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before October 13,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
1rcuaroui JIi 41*

2. Notice

Tots•

300 Mom

•
753 8198

Anyone interested
in sharing rides to
afternoon East
Elementary
Kindergarten from
Panorama Shore
area.
Call 436-2598

l

1

for Stk

$23,500 2 to 2 w-as
milli fano with several
mat buildings Mc:Wm
old :fere. Reese bas
imam newly resierialed. Cell 753-6091
attar 4:30.
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15. Artidesfor Sake

New is tile thee te
Hewed',
pleat
bobs. Available

mow
SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER
502 N. 4th
*tray, Ky.

753-3251
3.Csid Of Thanks

CARD Of
THAWS
Fronk and Ida Jo
Walker wish to express their deep
eppreciation for
the help they
when
received
their house burned.
Frank & Ida
Jo Walker

1. Help Wanted
Hard working aggressive take charge type
Individual to run established debit agency,
In the Murray to Ed
dyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and
triage benefits. Please
call Paducah between
ita.M.-4: 30p.m. for appointment and interview, 444-6967 E.0.E .
House keeper needed 3
days a week. Must have
own transportation and
furnish references. 435
4278 if no answer cal)
7V-9240.
Local opportunity
Computer Programmer
experience and college
degree helpful. Also
accounting and math
background beneficial
Send confidential re
sume to PO Box 1040A
Murray Ky 42071.
Staff Pharmacy
excellent benefit pro
gram, salary negotible.
Contact Personnel
Director Murray
Calloway County
Hospital Murray Ky.
Phone 502753-5131.

Apls.Fr Red

IMeeks(

For sai• microwave CAR STEREO Pioneer.
even. 1 rear old like new K•nwoOd. MarantE,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
$275.7$34=1.
festiona I installation
Wood stove chimney Sunset Bouleverd Music
x 9 ft garage Dixieland Center
kit, 9
door, 3 speed bic vele, Chestnut St 7530113
10" chain saw, remote
control trolling motor
31.MINN
and machinist vice
753-404.
Firewood. delivered
and stacked. $30 a rick.
it Woe Furnishings
Call 753-9101
Beautiful breakfast set. Firewood for sale. Call
6 chairs, large table. 419-3615.
Call 474 111158 after 5
Firewood cut to order.
p.m.
$30. per rick. Call
Couch, 3 chairs, 2 end 436-2292
tables, I coffee table, 1
Firewood for sate Call
lamp. 436-2740.
753-3)34 or see Mickey
Sears Refrigerator, like at labors Body Shop
new. 753-0296.
For sale
Get your
winter firewood now!
17. Vacuum Cleaners
436-2751.
ELECTROLUX Good used Huntsman
Your home is the best Wood Stove 5250 4,place to see why we're 2475 or 753-5576
better Free pickup and
delivery We repair all KEROSENE
HEATERS. Buy now
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118 and save! 6800 BTU,
$119.99, 9000 BTU,
Riviera Ct. 753-3639
$149.99, 9300 BTU
5179.99; 9300 BTU with
19. Farm Equipment
fan, 5212.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
BTU, $219.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
FARM
King, automatic wood
SERVICE
heater, delux cabinet
with lift off cook surface
lime heeling,
top. Brick lined fire box
sewdest, end Fels,
with cast iron grates
and doors $249.99.
ma ell types. *del
Nuevo* as large Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
gessitities end preOREGON SAW chain&
payments.
St" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99. 20". $8.99. Wallin
759-9887
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Ask for Larry
One twin bed with
mattress and springs
excellent condition. 4
20. Sports Equipment
formal prom dresses
size 3,5,8,9. 1 dark green
Gun, new Jenning 22
condition.
Automatic $59.95. Used chair good
guns Marlin Lever Ac- Call 753-9880.
tion 22 cal. with scope Stove boards heavy
$179.95. Marlin Lever lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
Action 35 cal. $129.95. 36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen
Marlin Lever Action Hardware Paris Tenn.
30-30 cal. $129.95. Win- Topper for pickup
chester model 94, 30-30 truck. Call 435-1258
cal. $124.95. Springfield after 5 PM
30-06 Bolt Action $95.
Remington 1100 3 inch 27. Mobile Home Sales
Magnum $279. Re
mington 870, with rib
$189. Remington 870,
Gelexis
1973
plain barrel) $135. Will
10x50, 2 bedroom
also buy guns.
Burkeen's Grocery,
$3,000.00. Cell:
Hwy. 94E, 6 miles east
753-8907. Will
of Murray. 753.7151.

Wolf Moin rear round
Wm* id we Who One
bedroom upstairs and
NW of room downstain
to snake rooms to yew
Two bedroom specifications. Down
townhouse apartment stairs has glass sliding
Carpeted, range. re doors, fireplace, and
frioerator,, dishwasher. needs completing Wall
disposal. washer -dryer to well carpet, 1 ot
hookup, central heat barns. and dryer hOtlik
and air 7537530, 753 up Owner financing
75050.
avatar**. Just 521,900.
Two bedroom duplex Cat! Spann Realty As
coupe's only. Lease and loc. l$3
(*Posit required. 759
009.
Reduced to $24,700
Located close to the
33. Ramskr Reel
University Neat as
Sleeping room, re - pin and has an ass
trifteraror in hall, priv- turnable
Call
loan
ate entrance. ZimKOPPERUD REALTY
merman Apts., So. lath
1722.
St., 7534609.
One bedroom apartment ler rent. Furnished. 7134730. after I
p.m 7534314.

consider monthly
payments.

22. Musical

PRICES
On Pioneer, Sony,
anyo,
Greets car stereos.
World of Soend
22 rm..
75341165

15. Articles for Sale

21. Mobile Home Rentals
Trailer for rent, Dill's
Trailer Court, entrance
to Murray Drive In
Theatre. See Brandon
Dill.
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 753-5209.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Two bedroom, 1 or 2
adultS $90 month plus
deposit.-iiwy. 121 South.
753-5405.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

CARO OF MKS
We woold like to express our sincere
*asks and appreciation for every act of
kiuduess shown us in the illness and death
of our loved one. For the cards, calls, food 29. Heating-Cooling
flowers and your prayers. To Bro. Terry
Air conditioning,
Sills for his comforting words aid Max
appliance and
Churchill Funeral Home for their Adept refrigeration serThe Homer B. loses Family
vice. All brands.
service.
759-1322.

STARTING OUR YEA1 ENO CLEARANCE SALE

PASCHALL & SON

Coale eorly while selection is BIG!
WHILE IT LAS7
12 ft. Hilo Shag jute bock mong colors in
cluding Eorthtones & styles
SLASHED to $4.95-$5.95-$6.50 Sq. Yd.
124,, Rubber bock Shag Huge selection of colors
SLASHED to $3.95 & 4.95 sq.Id.
12 ft & 15 ft. Commerical Tweed Rubber
bock

$2.99 sq. Id.
12 h. Kitchen Carpet
SLASHED to $2.99-$3.95-$4.95 sq.Id.
12 ft. Outside Gross Carpet

82.49 sq. Yd.
lift. Plush Shag Our Finest
SLASHED to

$6.95-$7.49-$8.4949.50
Se. Yd.

sped Pea$1.00

4.

=FAR 18 CANT SUM AT TICE TIE PRICE
Open 6 Days A WW1 (94I)498-8963

PASCHALL

SON

main sou" et Mowery ow 641 Hew%
Ainammaggla=slaparmimmiailminnwiel Mewl 1(

34. Henn for Rent

Pyres & Thema

A nice quiet 2 bedroom,
2 bath furnished house
with washer and dryer.
$700 per month plus
deposit, 753-9213.
For rent with option to
buy-short term lease. 2
bedroom 2 V/ acres, 7
miles 310 East. 436-2102.
House for rent $225
753-6129.
Nice 2 bedroom un
furnished brick house 8
miles Southeast of
Murray. Married
couples. References
and deposit Call 4921594 atter 6p.m.
One bedroom unfurnished house for
coupte or single $65. per
month plus deposit no
pets. Call 489-2267.
Three bedroom near
Kenlake Resort, car
peted, water furnished,
baseboard heat, wood
heater. $195. Call 4125647.
Three bedroom 2 baths,
carpeted, appliances,
central air. Walk to
MSU. $350 a month,
753-3006.
Three bedroom brick in
Panarama Shores. Deposit required $250
monthly. 436-5663.
Two bedroom brick
home full basement, 1
block from hospital and
middle school $225. Call
753-8900.

lesereece
teal Istet•
Seetbside Corer, Sq.
Norm, Iteetecky
751-445L
YES YOU CAN
AS
SUMABLE LOAN FOR
YOU! Just listed 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
maintenance free
home Spend your leisure hours on wrap
around deck with a cool
glass of lemonade
Basement recreation
room with stone
fireplace. Mature trees
an nice double lot. Dial
(Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors) 753-1492.
YES YOU CAN BUY
SELLER will help yOu
buy his home. Enioy the
lake and wildlife from
the warm family room
in winter and the Patios
in the summer. This
three bedroom is nes
tied on a beautiful
wooded lot with additional acreage with
undisturbed natural
beauty abOunding with
dogwoods overlooking
the lake. All this can be
yours with seller finan
cing Call 753-1492 and
let Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors help you.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Excellent saddle pony
&lin. tall, very gentle
753-5344 or 753-3096

38.Pets-SuR4ies

AKC Boxers, 6 weeks
12x65 8x12 extension on old, shots and wormed.
itving' room. 3 bedroom, Fawns and brindles.
2 bath, completely 437 4892.
1
1 /
furnished, Asking $6000.
AKC German Shepherd
Call 1591151 after 7p.m.
puppies 60 champions,
1972 Glenbrook double also guard dogs and
wide trailer. Good con- Registered Eskimo
dition. 527-1598.
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
AKC Registered white
German Shepherd
12-65 ft. trailer
puppies $100 each. Call
435-4555.
with a 12-65 ft.
Free-8 week old pupattachment with pies,
mixed breed. 753new V roof on 3 2504.
Pointer pups, register
and 3/ 10 acres. Champion
Field Blood
Low
$12,000.
Line, five months old
started. 901782-3572.
priced. Cell 437-

INFLATION

Realistic stereo includes LAB 400 turnta
ble, STA 2000 receiver
75 watts per channel, 2
1-100 Tower speakers
$425. Call 474-2366.
Two yr. old Kimball
9. Situation Wanted
Console Piano. 753-9302
Elderly wanted to keep after 4:30 p.m.
4344.
and care for in our Upright piano for sale.
home. Experienced and Good condition.
1974 12x70 Mobile
have references. 753
753-7271
2
/
Home, 3 bedroom, 11
6392.
bath, central heat and
Two ladies would like to 23. Exterminating
air, furnished. Located
babysit in our home.
at E-14 Fox Meadows.
Have references. Call
Days- 753-3643, Nights
753-2820 or 762-2553.
753-684.
For sale: barber chair
modern. 753-2266.
Four new Goodyear
1100 x 15 tires, 2 snow
and 2 regular with Ford
pickup wheels $400,
without wheels $350.
Call 753-0219,

43. AMU*

4
A.Business Rentals

Mid
Wweissese
Storey Specs
Finest
753-4751

43. Real Estate

Cr"st
Realty
Office Gast too Coon
Down frau Everywhere
Itellabie Service New 13•0
1912 rAidewer Reed
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)753411a
hiiithee
JOE L.[WNW
linker
Umeted & lendid
Owner transferred and
leaving this "Apple
Pie" order of less
maintenance on this
attractive two story, 1
bedroom home *WAgracious space for the
large family. Located
on a nicely landscaped
corner lot. Has an
assumable mortgage.
Reduced to $82,500.
KOPPERUD REALTY
153-1222.
Spacious year-round
home located on scenic
pennisula on the shores
Of Lake Barkley. Great
room with wood beamed cathedral ceiling,
large fireplace and
sliding glass doors on
both sides which offer
breathtaking view. Boat
dock is included,
$95,000. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.

32. &ts. For Rent
Duplex for sale -507
Poplar excellent location and investment
$24,500 Brenda Sinl
Realtor 1 354-6325 or
6900.
For rent: 1 bedroom
apartment 414 S. 10th
Murray. 492-1225.
One bedroom apartment war downtown
Murray. 753 4109, 7626650 or 436 21144.
One bedroom furnished
garage apartment, wa
ter furnished. One bed
room basement spar
tment furnished, all
utilities paid 753 11794.

45. Farmsfor Sale
Two and one quarter
acres land. Brooks
Chapel Church road.
Call 474-2334.

46. Homesfor Sale

11. Uisil Ors
1941 Chevy accost*,
body. noels fete** MR
Sr best •If•r
Call

%AN 411 Tow IS
'owe empolleass, dl
vorb pmeolsol.
111166nes. 41111-1684
in)U.313.

K 6, K STUMP REAM
VAL
Do re• need
Mentes removed Orden
weer yore or lose
eared wI Owes• we
uposilbe emir
CON rowers. sekenasup
to De wales Seine Mao
to. dm* was. to14,90041. leaving ooll,
dal o.-p lbws ad
siweraat awl (woo Cori
Kw Ira owolowaora Bee
Kowa £344363 or Imo
hemp Jr 430 131-9
IWO
Leto Retruporation Air
IIIIUS
ap
Wywoll
Cinat1110011.
reemind 411
941464-8476
11141
11
'
ter
ian
tric
Max
Licensee
0101 eRAL NONE
rpowent I et and cam
mart ial meeting ens REPAIR 1$ rows el
pee iwoc• C
I,
sir conektion. ilas in
concrete
plumbins
stelletims and repair
reetiew %iodine
NO
POW* 7537303
N•ipe work on your J041 TO SMALL Pres
trees? Twosome. pre* estimates Oars 4,4
112e
Mg. MidOW4 (116000.040 am.moos 474
removal and mere cam Setterleg by Sears
SOVER'S TREE Seen controvaus our
sirs ows51lee ter vow
SERVICE fir Pro
Specittc•tions
Call
feSsional tree care
Man MS 23)0 tor Mae
75111131er 751 e338
111110WWW
Milulatten Mow ai tit
Sown TVA approved
Stove on those hien
waling and cosoliog
OHS Call Sears 113 7310
ler free @etymon -

MLA

1967 Co,'sir Menlo
Sharp la front comIlltow.
California Car 13308
firm 7534372
Mist VW leis. new
paint, new motor
ALinuirelsed reef feeler
12.0011 Call mem
is a must an mai*
1949 Volkswagen con
homes bettors winter
vortibte hormone% Cshio arrives We otter the
IlreS Cali 753
lowest prices and test
19711 Ilukti LaMar* 1310. rie service ON 194411 141141
153-9143 or 7533651.
Frio Estimates Call
1973 LTDFord. • & P Home Repair
door A I r•Ilditi•O, 102 435 4313 er al 741
price 51.550 Calf tar P14
appointment 75.34W.
ATTENTION!, Why
1974 Cutlass 60.000 per snores We ens( Me
miles. like new Asking lowest possible prices
on painting. roofing.
$1500 7514323.
1975 El Camino extra and general repiHrs to
sharp Power steering homes and farm
buildings. Free Esbrakes Call 733-0547
ti mates. COII Mike:
Forebird
Formula. 502-435-413 Or Peel:
197$
AM FM stereo, tilt, air,
brakes, steering. Sharp
Call 753-5362 or after 5
PM 7534173.
1976 Toyota Corollo
good condition. new all
weather tires, spa Flo
:adios and cassette tape.
Asking $2003 Call 4354439 after Op m or by
114.m or leave message
at 762 1124 for Chas
Build one Repair
Rauch.
tobacco barns Free
1977 Lincoln Town
estimate Call All 4347
Coupe 1 owner. 36.000 APPLIANCI CARPET CLEANING.
miles, spare never SERVICE
Kenmere, Free 1st 1 matte
W estinghouse. Satisfied references.
down, mint condition
15750 Call 7538120 after Whirlpool 70 years Vltava Worn or Quick
experience. Parts- and Dry Cleaning
SO•ro•
1974 service. Bobby HCIPber (Ulthellitery Cloaning)
1978 Mark IV
T Bird. 1 family cars. Bob's Appflance Ser. Lee's Carpet Cleaning
good condition 7531757 vice 702 S. 5th St. 753 1827
7 5 3
4 8 7 2
day, 759 1533 night
Campbell's Tres Sir
753-NO6 home).
Topping, trim
vice
1971 Monte Carlo, power
Full
steering, power brakes, Appliance repair work
iffe, removing
In
Specialize
brands.
all
power windows, air
insurance Call IS??
Call
Isogon
733-5341 or (NW
conditioner, AM-FM
track stereo, 305 motor 354-6956. Earl Lewitt.
Chimney Sweeps Call
low mileage. $2,600 Call Ban's Auto Repair In
now to secure an ap
expensive labor, good point men t 435 4341 or
436-7094
7530194
Call
quality
762 4792
1978 Olds Cutlass
Supreme Brougham. after 3 PM
Commercial and Re
Tilt, cruise, AM FM Bob's Home In
sldential retrigirretion
iaPs• Power windows, prov•mnt, 17 years and central air heat
power seats. power doer building experience. pump service and rep
remodeling, additions, air. 436-$536
locks. $4950. 753-313.4.
1979 Cougar XR-7 ex- concrete work, repairs, Concrete, btock, brick.
cellent condition, must general home main
basements, bun
see to believe $4100. Call t inc
clarions. drive ways.
753 7644 after 6p.m.
sidewalks, patios and
knit, Itt
chimneys Free is
1990 4 Door La Sebra
Buick, excellent condi
amid al NW sag. Onset's. Coll 713 5476
tion, lot of extras. $4200
cestle trio work. FREE ESTIMATES On
1973 Thunderbird, low
All E lectrk al. Plumb
Ciwl trni
litmus
mileage, 1 owner, lots of
one, Painting, and Well
/534111.
equipment. Also 1974
Pump Needs Licensed
Duster. 6 cylinder
Call 1330092 or 753 9473
automatic, new tires. a
Fence sales at Sears
Vinyl,
Sheeting
C
&
JC
2 owner can $1100. Call
lop'3
6715: 310
es
Sears
r
al
, Steel I. virtitor Call
436-3427.
tree
aluminum sidle*
•
SOSO Monti Carlo, good •
VOW needs
trim for house%
condition. Honda 110, Also fiberglass shake
492-8204 or 492 8491.
siding. We also put on or
11,001 UNDO&
For sale. 1976 Mustang. repair galvanized end
AND 191116111114
Power steering-brakes. aluminum roofs and
air, auto., AM•FM, siding for barns. 759
21I yours •sperieses.
8 track, new tires, 1600 office or 753-0329
Stood Moors off
sharp. Phone 753 1916
Ext.?.
Relocating, trans
WM New carpet*,
SOMA&
ixirtation will be pro
windows, else dees
FLOOR CO
vided
Must sell 1912
NW was bard wood
Ford Exp 1500 miles,
154-6127
flip top sunroof, ac,
floors. Setisfectleir
dark blue. Call 753-7158
gierentood.
during day, 753 6269
after 4p.m.

114

ROOF
PIMA'S?
&bed woad api
des? Ihdld:
ep
Iles14••Hol, local
ripOwyeese. Cal NO
06416116. ?ft- 1718 et
7631476.

WELL DRILLING and
repair Campbell Well
Drilling Mckenzie. TN
irregatiori residential
and commercial eel
333 3671
WET EASEMENT, We
make wet basements
work completely
dry
Call Or
guaranteed
write Morgan Zan
struction Co RN 2 Be'
409 A. Paducah K
42001. Or call I 442 7036.
Will do plumbing and
roofing, healing r•
pairs. painting Call
1S3
Will sharpen hand saws.
circular saws. and
chain saws 753 e456
\

By Owner -Possible
duplex or 3 bedroom
home with efficiency
apartment. Centyal
ILIC.
heat and air on large let
TRICAL AND
with storage building.
Appliances go in both
PLUMBING
kitchens, new carpet
installed in December
REPAIRS AND
Phone 753 3949
WILL PUMPS.
House for sale by
Owner. 3 blocks from
shOpping center, 5 years
old, 2100sq. ft. Includes
N.L. FORD
garage and also has
carport. A bargain at
435-4125
$55,000. For appoint
ment call, 753 1934 or
after 7p.m., 753-1861
ONE YOU DREAM
ABOUT: 3 bedroom
2 brick, quality
/
brick, 11
construction on 21 acres 50. Used Trucks
STORAGE.Boats, poo
of good tendabie land 1971 Datsun truck new toons, campers $1 per
with substantial road paint job, re-built mo- foot per month. Win
ROOFING
frontage on two paved tor, new tires. 436-5130.
ttrization and fall re
highways. This is an
pairs. 10 percent off
truck
Courier
Ford
1979
excellent investment
with this add Murray
for now and in the short bed with velour Sport 8. Marine 711 S
FREE ESTIMATE
interior priced to sell.
future. Located east of
_Ain St
5:30p.m
after
-753-7701
Murray and lust 11;
Sammy l'IchtnOT Paint
Es•
duced to $63,900 for a 51. Campers
bag Contractor
Jackson Service Co.
quick sate. Don't delay,
perienced interior and
436-5538
call today. Offered by Venture 1080 popup exterior painting. Free
Century 21, Loretta camper sleeps 8 In real estimate. Call 753 4M
Jobs Realtors. 753 1492.
nice shape.153 0115.
or 753-047.
REDUCED $4,000! New
2 bedroom brick 4 miles
North. Built by quality
craftsmen, with best
heat pump, fully insulated, city water,
concrete driveway and
sidewalk. Nice private
(Clip This Ad Fres The Paper
lot in excellent
neighborhood
Buy
And Save For A Nan* Referesme)
direct from owner be
fore Oct. 1st for only
$33,900. Phone 753-9773
SAVE $US buy direct
from owner. 3 or 4
2
1
bedroom brick. 1 /
rap A MA
bath. 1690 sq. ft TVA
Phew
71111-SSS1
71341111
insulated. 1605 Belmont.
753-4193.
Small frame home in
city. 2 bedroom, utility
room, and storage
Newly insulated to TVA
standards. Xitchen apCHIMNEY
pliances negotiable
SWEEPING
Owner financing to
Quality Service
qualified buyer Only
Company
$26,000. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724
Heating and A,
Close It mew.
Ahreskeees ad MO
Two bedroom frame
Conditioning
Later your may
house gas heat, large
Cartal
Soles, Soles and
hove to wait. 435lot, needs work inside
lefereeces.
Service
Modern
406 S. tOth St. $9000
4348 or 762Cell WIN 1141 &aim
Sheet Metal & Se.
759-4620.
M.040.
4792.
vice Deportment:
Two bedroom noose on 2
acres, 1 mile west of
Dexter on Old
Priced
Wadesboro Rd
low 820's. 437 4770

753-3317

ROOFING
ROOFING

Dial-A-Service

911

SERVICE

- CabTied
Servkat4111.4E4/1161.

Nirray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Cmty
Sheriff
753-3151

Ponce
911

Alevains
Service
Co.

753-9290

O.Motorcydes
Fifty two acre
Latin for sale with
frontage on Hwy.
121 South approximately 8 miles
from Murray. 20
tendable acres,
rest in woods and
pasture. Reduced
to $31,000 with
owner financing
KOPavailable
PERUD REALTY,753-1222.

1900 650 Yamaha black
and gold $1250 Call
after Sp m., 7S9-172
41.Avie Services
Import Auto
Salvage, New And used
perts, rebuilt engines
etc. Cali 474-7325.
Duane's Place-Used
Volkswegon parts, tuneup. break lobs, rebuilt
motors. 435-1772.

S. Used Cars
1965 Ford Falcon
statkewregon Call 753
0197 before 7p m

RANDY
MORETON
NEATEN AND All
CONDIT10011110

Poison

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates

onirol

flie arliac 8441.4. fer Wes
end service ISurrey ma
CO114.4, Ciosory II?
amstairl

753-111111

d

753-7588

Vire

Steam

sr

Ovid

Dry Maas.
Ilphoistery
753-5827

TINA
OLSON
& CO
Beatty Solon
ISIS Johns**

Mid
753-9847
Closed thewhay
W
•
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Traffic accidents reach 603
Stock market By
The Sandaled Pte.&

- OBITUARIES

Four people have been
killed in traffic accidents
as Kentucky highways so
far this weekend, according to Kentucky

loilmind Aver's*

Calloway native Swift dead

Miller dies, rites announced

AW Pripaca
Ameimus Toloplkise
CluTior

Services for Kimble K.
Swift, native of Calloway
County, were Sunday at
2:30 p.m. at St. Thomas
More Catholic Church,
Paducah. The Rev. Lucian Hayden officiated.
Burial was in
Maplelawn Cemetery,
Paducah, with arrangements by Lindsey
Funeral Home.
Mr. Swift, 64, Rt. 1,
Boaz, died Friday at 1:50
a.m. at Parkview Convalescent Center,

1111k
X% 4
Olt 4
1 am
JO% 4
Wob
too 4
*4
OP% 4
101, 4
13% 4
IA 4
XI 4
1" 4
Ildoo
XXA
..XX
411
411% dot.
IS 4
WO /4
11114
MHO
11418

State Police reports.
Tbe deeds raise the
traffic fatality coast Ms
year to 803, compared to
01for the same time last
year.

Paducah.
sons, Trevor and Michael
.....
Survivors include his tanon.
Ford
Miller, 1511 Dudley; his
wife, Evelyn; one G
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Hugh Miller, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Jean Dickerson, Glairld Tire
one sister, Mrs. Ann WatPaducah; one son, Jack
son, Cedar Rapids,Iowa.
Lee Swift, Apopka, Fla.; I.1.11
The funeral will be
one sister, Mias Dorothy J.0 Plow
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Swift, Paducah; two Arts
man
chapel of J.H. Churchill
brothers, Ottis Lee Swift,
Funeral Home. Hollis
Paducah, and Joe T. t
a
r:CS15
Miller, John Dale and
Totem
Swift, Chicago,Ill.
Wal
Mart
Robin Wadley will ofWoody's
ficiate.
Also surviving are Indorse
Burial will follow in
111 S. 12t11 St.
eight grandchildren and Cll.Yield
153-1135,
nil
bock Matti houldlood * hot of
Green Plain Cemetery.
five
Dan
great-gra
Mille
ndchildren. *Wpm
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
$ • • WHILE SUPPS GOOD ItHILLSUPPLYS LAST•PRICES GOOD WHILE MIMI'S LAST *PEGS 600DH
today (Monday).
ILE SUP IliaThe family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the Dan
W. Miller Memorial glwr.
Scholarship Fund, Murray State University
Alumni Association.
These may be given at
Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, Murray Calloway County
Tom M. Scott, 83, Chamber of Commerce
Wormy,Ily.
623 %loth 4th
Prices Good While Supplys Last!
father of Mrs. Jane Sisk Commerce Centre, or at VR
of Murray, died Sunday the MSU Alumni office.
.
morning at Parkview
Hospital, pyersburg,
Tenn. He was a resident
of 219 Lake Dr., Ripley,
Tenn.
The deceased was a
■■4
5 lb.
•
retired farmer. Born
Charlie W. Sanders, 73,
lb.
5
'V
June 16, 1899, in Lauder- Rt. 1, Sedalia, died SunMt
dale County, Tenn., he day at 7:45 a.m. at Henry
A
was the son of the late Joe County General Hospital,
M. Scott and Jenny San- Paris, Tenn.
^a'
0
0
ford Scott.
The deceased,formerly
Mr.Scott is survived by of the Bell City communihis wife, Mrs. Lesta ty, was a retired conBerry Scott; one struction and pottery
daughter, Mrs. Sisk; one worker. He was a
son, Tom M. Scott, Jr., member of a Baptist
Dawson,Ga.
Church.
Also surviving are four
Born Feb. 20, 1909, in
sisters, Mrs. Monica Calloway County, he was
14
303 Size
King, Dyersburg, Tenn., the son of the late William
for
Case sll"
1 N. box
Miss Jeanne Scott, Felix Sanders and Hattie
Dalhart, Texas, Mrs. Jen- Virginia Wynn Sanders.
nie Wren Nunn and Mrs.
Survivors include his
•.4
Edwyna Hickman, both wife, Mrs. Annie Calhoun
a
(
..1
/
MO
of Ripley, Tenn.; two Sanders, to whom he was
brothers, Walter M. married on Dec. 21, 1929;
Scott, Ripley, and Joe M. one daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Ice
Scott, Jr., Dalhart, (Wanda) Robinson,
Paris, Tenn.; four sons,
Texas.
The funeral will be to- Max Sanders, Rt. 1, Far4
day at 3:30 p.m. at Im- mington, Jerry Sanders,
Manuel Episcopal Paris, Tenn., Jack
Church, Ripley, Tenn., Sanders, Warren, Mich.,
with the Rev. Rick Flynn and Larry Sanders, Rt. 1,
/
1
2 Gal.
officiating.
Sedalia.
Also surviving are four
Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery, sisters, Mrs. Mable
.:.
PS
Ripley, with ar- Wyatt, Mrs. Alice Elkins, •ru
,
—,
0.,
rangements by Garner Mrs. Buck (Golclie) Webb
-.4
c)
Funeral Home,Ripley.
and Mrs. James Henry
The family requests (Opal) Gibson, all of
"Ie
o
that expressions of sym- Paris, Tenn.; one
P
pathy take the form of brother, Henry Sanders,
contributions to the Rt. 2, Hazel.
Hospice Program at
Fourteen grand- Murray-Calloway County children and six greatHospital, Murray, Ky. grandchildren also sur49 oz.
1
42071.
vive.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Robert Herring will officiate.
Burial will follow in
The funeral for Pat E. Point Pleasant Cemetery
Gilbert is today at 1 p.m. in Henry County,Tenn.
Friends may call at the
in the chapel of Roth
Funeral Home, Paducah. funeral home.
The Rev Jack Brown, the
Rev. Ronald Schoo and
the Rev. Heyward
1 lb.
_
Roberts are officiating.
3 lb. con
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Gilbert, 68, 630
erisco
Services for Mary
Berger Road, Paducah, Kellerman, 12, were
died Friday at 10 p.m. at Saturday at 10 a.m. in the
1
St. Thomas Hospital, Queen of the Rosary
Nashville, Tenn.
Catholic Church, 750 Elk
9.75 oz.
The deceased, a native Grove Blvd., Elk Grove
of Almo, was a funeral Village, Ill.
director for several years
Mix
Miss Kellerman died
at the Rowland Funeral Wednesday morning at
Home, Henderson, and Alexien Bros. Hospital,
owned and operated the Elk Grove, Ill. Her death
first Dairy_ Queen in was attributed to poison48 oz.
18 oz.
Henderson.
23 oz.
ing from a cyanide-laced
After his retirement, he Extra-Strength Tylenol
and his brother, the late capsule she had taken,
Guthrie Gilbert, family members said.
developed the Wellington She was stricken at
home
Heights Subdivision, before warnings of the
Paducah.
lethal capsules were
He was a member of issued.
Murray Masonic Lodge,
Officials said the other
the DAV, and the Hard- capsules in the container
money Baptist Church. also contained cyanide
16 oz. 41111111 for
He served under Gen. when analyzed after her
George S. Patton in accidental death.
World War II.
The young girl was the
Survivors are his wife, granddaughter of Mr.
Mrs. Heloise Broyles and Mrs. James Gilson,
Gilbert; stepdaughter, Sr., and the
niece of
Mrs. Beverly Hart, St. James A. Gilson,
Jr., all
Louis, Mo.; one sister, of Murray.
Mrs. Lawrence Swift,
Survivors include he
Decatur, Ill.; one parents, Dennis
8 Poc
and
brother, James Gibert, Jeanne Kellerma
n, Elk
16
oz.
Murray; three grand- Grove, Ill.; other
8 Pac
grandplus
children.
mother, Mrs. Pat Keller
6 oz
1.
Deposit
man; great
TAKE NAPS
grandparents, Mrs. Mar
)'SAVE
Thomas Edison, Lauricella, Mr. and Mrs.
Deposh
.a.
Winston Churchill and Samuel Kellerman an I.
.p.
Eleanor Roosevelt all lik- Mrs. Evelyn Koskiewicz
kg
1 SAldelt
'
. ., Li ilihrriaitoiTIVIT•TiliblITTILi'stitrriii.tirtrt
,NIPS:WI
ed to take naps.
all of Chicar area.
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FILM PROCESSING

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

D at T
ii Warehouse Foods

Tom M.Scott
dies Sunday;
funeral today

Sanders,73,
dead in Paris

-

Martha White
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Cracker .
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Meal
•
Applesauce Moraine
....,
4
09

.„,
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,
."

Turner

(_!.!

Potatoes
,

Milk , .
_.

89

ivy%

99

4
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Tide

Totino's

Pizza

964

•
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Ziestra

10 lb.
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Parkay

Lucky Leaf

._.,.
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.40,.

74 I

; Flour
ho
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Pat E. Gilbert
funeral slated
here Monday

I Martha White Corn

itAST•PRICES GOOD WHItt It

Dan W Miller, 39, 1511
Dudley, died Sunday at 3
p.m. at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. His death followed
an Illness of several
weeks.
The Murray man was a
general building contractor and was a partner of
the firm, Builders II. He
was an active member of
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
and of the University
Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 13, 1942, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of Hugh Miller
and Marie Walls Miller.
Mr. Miller is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Patricia
Lovett Miller, and two
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$1 39
$11 99

Kellerman, 12,
poision victim

..Duncan Hines.

Cooking

Oil
$1 99
I
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Brownie

•

Muffin Mix

$1 59

Cookie Mix $1 3

Del Monte
Cut or French Style

•_ Cake Mix
._-

$

IR

Duncan Hines Chocolate

Duncan Hines

Coca-Cola
1 Tab or
Sprite

Duncan Tiles Bran$

76
11 49
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Beans
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Barq's
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Root Beer
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